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Introduction
This dissertation accompanies my photographic exhibition Wonderful Pictures,
and the exhibition catalogue, also titled Wonderful Pictures. All three together
are submitted as my thesis for the Master of Arts degree.
The exhibition consists of sixty black and white photographs which are
copied details of the photographic illustrations to several 'Australiana' picture
books published between the 1930s and the 1950s. The photographs were
taken with the camera at an oblique angle to the page, which itself was
sometimes curved upward as the book lay open. The images were therefore
distorted, blurred and somewhat anamorphic, traversed by a thin ribbon of
focus. The photographs were flush mounted on thick white-edged foam
board and hung on the wall in a modernist, slightly 'propagandistic'
exhibition style. The work was exhibited in total at the Centre for
Contemporary Photography in Melbourne in early 1994, and will be shown in
substantial part at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney in from late
1994 to early 1995.
The catalogue was produced in a style imitative of a 1940s Australiana
brochure. The text was transcribed directly from the text of the books I had
photographed. However the lush, over-ripe rhetoric was emphasised by
removing most nouns and verbs, thereby 'distilling' it down to its adjectival,
adverbial essence. I also generated a mock index which was extracted from
the text by adjectives, rather than nouns.
This dissertation is intended to be a parallel, relatively autonomous work. It is
not an explanation of my work. Nor is it a summary of the theories, and a
citation of the proper names, which I have 'applied' to my work. However its
collagistic structure makes best sense when read in relation to the exhibition
and the catalogue.
In the first part I will describe a persistent topology which I have noticed in a
variety of theoretical texts dealing with spatial subjectivity. This theoretical
topology tends to explain spatial subjectivity as bound up in a dialectic
between what I describe as perpendicular and oblique ‘points of view’.
Although there are more obvious, philosophical, ways of describing this
dialectic -- knowledge versus experience for example -- I am interested in the
spatiality of the dialectic itself. The rhetorical metaphors, figures and tropes
of the texts which I discuss, as well as the shape of their arguments and their
descriptions, describe this knowledge/experience dialectic within what I am
claiming is a recognisably consistent topology of the 'perpendicular' versus
the 'oblique'. However I am not suggesting that the analogous topology used
by the various writers I discuss suggests a direct theoretical homology
between their texts. Rather, when I was developing the central artistic conceit
of my own photographic work -- moving my copy camera off the
perpendicular and onto the oblique -- I was interested in spatial subjectivity
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and was reading through these diverse texts. I am therefore claiming that the
theoretical topology which I noticed was on my mind at the time, and
informed, or perhaps formed the background to, my visual labour. In this
dissertation I have revisited these texts after the fact, added some new ones I
have read since, and more carefully elaborated what their implications might
be for my practice as an artist.
In the second part of my dissertation I will analyse various instances of
spatial practice in Australia over the last fifty years. These are instances which
I came across during the same period of development and which stuck me
with a personal, autobiographical intensity. Often they are very slight things - a scrap of paper I found between the pages of a second hand book for
instance, a few anonymous Box Brownie snaps, a newspaper article I came
across, or a visit to a war memorial -- but I found them all exciting, and also
moving. Without getting too squishy about it, in these instances I felt that,
amongst ordinary anonymous people, I had found colleagues and friends
who had performed spatial practices equivalent to my own. It is their
spontaneous acts, unearthed from the archaeology of my own visual culture,
and originally performed not in the name of art but for some other nameless
need, that I wish to call upon as authorisation.
This dissertation itself therefore performs the same topological movement I
will identify: it swings from the abstract, cerebral, ideal, theoretical heights of
European theory; down to the specific, sentimental, tangled ground of the
quotidian practices of my fellow Australians. However I did not do theory or
do history, I did art. Neither did my art make direct use of the theory I read
or history I discovered. They did, however, provide an enabling topology and
archaeological relation for the work.
To conclude the dissertation I will briefly discuss my response to the
exhibition now, after working with it in two different galleries, and in the
light of critical feedback from various sources.

6

From the perpendicular to the
oblique: a persistent theoretical
topology.
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Perspectival space: the ‘ideal’ versus the
‘eccentric’ observer.
Anamorphosis
The development of Cartesian perspective during the Renaissance, with its
reliance on the concept of the centric ray, immediately implied another point
of view, the anamorphic. Whilst perspective contains and produces the
possibility of anamorphosis, at the same time anamorphosis challenges the
certainties and assumptions of the ideal, centric point of view.
This centric perspectival view is geometrically uniform and rectilinearly
abstract.1 It arrests the mobile flux of phenomena and contemplates the
visual field from a vantage point outside duration, in an eternal moment
where an ideal space seems disclosed to the viewer alone. The elimination of
deixis seeks to create a synchronic instant of viewing that will eclipse the
body, and the glance, in an infinitely extended gaze of the image as pure
idea.2 Cartesian perspective, with its supposedly ‘natural’ confluence between
reality and representation, and its suppression of the body's flux under the
force of abstract reason, became the epistemological basis and valorised
model of modernity.
In contrast, the anamorphic observer -- standing to the side of, and looking
obliquely at, the picture surface with one eye squinted shut -- is a
perceptually self-conscious observer, both kinesthetically and optically. “The
act of viewing anamorphic images reasserts that the construction of vision is a
dynamic, reflexive and self-critical operation.”3
Anamorphosis also adds a temporal, deixic dimension to viewing as the
observer interacts with the image, engaging in an internalised struggle with it
in order to force it to eventually resolve itself. (The current 'divergent
binocular focus' 3D image craze seems to be as much about the struggle
between mind, body and vision to resolve the image, as it is about the
resultant ,somewhat disappointing wonder of the illusion.) In addition, while
the perspectival image conforms to ideal abstract principals collectively
shared by a culture, the anamporphic image, even when eventually resolved,
is constructed virtually, within the privatised void of the observer’s
sensorium. It is non-transferable, and lasts only as long as the observer’s
attention is actively applied to it.
There is therefore a change in the directional flow of the subject/object
relation. Whilst the ideal perspectival image constructs its viewer and
1 Jay, Martin, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity", Vision and Visuality", ed. Hal Foster, Dia Art
Foundation Discussions in Contemporary Culture 2, Bay Press, Seattle, 1988, p6.
2 Bryson, Norman, Vision and Painting: The Logic of the Gaze. Yale University Press, New
Haven, 1983, p94.
3 Collins, Daniel L., “Anamorphosis and the Eccentric Observer: Inverted Perspective and the
Construction of the Gaze” Leonardo, Vol. 25, No. 1., p74.
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implicates the viewer within its meaning, the anamporphic image is
constructed by the viewer and becomes a kind of feverish symptom of the
gaze itself.

Hans Holbein, The Ambassadors, 1553

The historical use of anamorphosis conforms to this dialectic. Traditionally,
anamorphosis was used to secrete an illicit, disruptive image within the fabric
of the public, perspectival image. The classic example, the anamorphic skull
in Hans Holbein’s The Ambassadors, 1553, is said to subvert the ambassadors’
worldly hubris with intimations of mortality. But the more common use of
anamorphosis was to privately conceal, and erotically reveal, pornographic
imagery from within the flesh of vision itself.

Albrecht Durer, Instruction for the art of measurement with ruler and scale, 1525

Subtle anamorphic ‘turns’, which leave no visual trace of their trajectory, are
also performed within the perspectival image. The classic illustration
condemning the reifying male gaze, Durer’s woodcut of 1525, actually
contains an anamorphic conceit. Presumably the viewer is meant to assume
that the artist is painting his nude as an odalisque, as she is displayed to us,
and not with the grossly enlarged knees and foreshortened body he would
actually draw if he was using his drawing frame as it is depicted. (Ironically,
thanks to the photography and pornography industry, this was to become the
quintessential female nude pose three and a quarter centuries later.) The
anamorphic conceit of Durer is provisionally under erasure within the
drawing because the viewer and the depicted artist are already conflated by
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the abstract power of perspective. This points to a slippage that was never
resolved by Cartesian perspectivalism: the monocular eye at the apex of the
visual pyramid had to be construed as truly transcendental and universal,
and also as contingent -- solely dependent on the particular, individual vision
of distinct beholders with their own concrete relations to the scene in front of
them. In this perspective drawing which itself illustrates perspective drawing,
two contingent points of view, Durer’s and his depicted artist's, each
anamorphically oriented to the other, are reconciled in the transcendent
perspective of the viewer. Perhaps, in the end, the anamorphic turn is not so
much erased as held in an unstable abeyance -- an abeyance which gives the
image an enduring eroticism. Durer’s illustration could even be read as a
prediction of the film viewer’s shot/reverse shot suturing into the narrative
of Hollywood cinema, with Durer being the camera, and his artist the actor.
Lacan also used anamorphosis to elaborate his concept of the gaze. For Lacan
the visual world is always already a significant world. Despite the passive,
receptive physiology of the eye, when the viewer looks they do not see
physiological light sensations, but immediately intelligible form. The rays of
light are instantaneously caught in networks of meaning. Individuals must
submit their retinal experience to socially agreed descriptions of an
intelligible world. Thus there is already a veil between the viewer and the
viewed, it is a screen of signs, the sum of discourses that turn vision into
visuality.
When I learn to see socially, that is, when I begin to articulate my retinal
experience with the codes of recognition that come to me from my social
milieu(s), I am inserted into systems of visual discourse that saw the
world before I did, and will go on seeing after I see no longer. The
screen casts a shadow of death. Everything I see is orchestrated with a
cultural production of seeing that exists independently of my life and
outside it: my individual discoveries, the findings of my eye as it probes
through the world, comes to unfold in terms not of my making, and
indifferent to my mortality. The screen mortifies sight. Its terms are
points of signification, chains of signifiers that of themselves have no
light. The signifier operates on light and with light, but has no light of
itself, or only the light it borrows from my eye. The signifier casts its
shadow of darkness across my vision, and because of that darkness I am
no longer bathed in the lustre of a luminous plenitude. Into my visual
field something cuts, cuts across, namely the network of signifiers.4
In Lacanian psychoanalysis the subject is constituted by the gaze, a word
which Lacan uses to name a generalised, significant vision which is other to
the subject: “I see only from one point, but in my existence I am looked at
from all sides.” "We are beings who are looked at, in the spectacle of the
world. That which makes us conscious institutes us by the same token as
speculum mundi.”. But “in the so called waking state their is an elision of the
gaze, and an elision of the fact that not only does it look, it also shows.” To be
conscious is to see oneself seeing oneself, but in this the gaze of the other
must necessarily be elided because the gaze threatens to annihilate the subject
by its otherness. Therefore the subject sustains itself as a function of the desire
4

Bryson, Norman, “The gaze in the Expanded Field” Vision and Visuality” ed. Hal Foster, Dia
Art Foundation Discussions in Contemporary Culture 2, Bay Press, Seattle, 1988, p92.
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produced by the dialectic between the eye and the gaze. Subjectivity therefore
vacillates between eye and gaze which is “the split in which the drive is
manifested at the level of the scopic field."5
In his discussion of The Ambassadors Lacan interprets the anamorphosis as ‘a
trap for the gaze’ in which the observer is neither a self conscious eye with the
gaze elided, nor annihilated by the gaze’s otherness, rather the observer sees
“the gaze as such, in its pulsatile, dazzling and spread out function.”
Holbein’s picture is therefore a demonstration to us of the ways in we are
“caught, manipulated, captured in the field of vision {...} as subjects, we are
literally called into the picture, and represented here as caught.”6
The anamorphic viewer observes him or her self being brought into being as a
function of the gaze. The anamorphic viewer realises that he or she is no more
the centre of vision than the subject who speaks is the centre of language.
“[T]he viewing subject does not stand at the centre of a perceptual horizon,
and cannot command the chains and series of signifiers passing across the
visual domain. Vision unfolds to the side of, tangent to, the field of the other.
And to that form of seeing Lacan gives a name: seeing on the field of the
other, seeing under the Gaze.”7
This is a paranoid, morbid view of vision. But Lacan's analysis of
anamorphosis is interesting because he sees it as laying bare, or stilling, the
perpetual oscillation between punctual eye where vision converges on the
subject, and the annihilating gaze where vision is drained away into the field
of the other. Therefore the conventional explanations of anamorphosis,
Lacan's use of it, and its actual spatiality as an optical illusion, all share the
same topology: a swing from a provisionally stable, punctal, disincarnated,
abstract point of view, to what threatens that stability -- a motile, embodied,
fraught, desiring vision.

5

Lacan, Jacques, pp72-75.
Lacan, Jacques, pp89-92.
7 Bryson, Norman, “The gaze in the Expanded Field”, 1988, p94.
6
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The gaze and the glance
The topology of the oblique versus the perpendicular also defines the
relationship between the two concepts of the gaze and glance as discussed by
Norman Bryson. In contradistinction to Lacan's use of the word, in Bryson’s
more conventional use the gaze is: “prolonged, contemplative, yet regarding
the field of vision with a certain aloofness and disengagement, across a
tranquil interval.” The glance, on the other hand, is: “a furtive, sideways look
whose attention is always elsewhere, which shifts to conceal its own
existence, and which is capable of containing unofficial sub rosa messages of
hostility, collusion, rebellion, and lust.”8

Nativity, Church of Hosias Loukas, Delphi.

Bryson traces a path for painting using this dialectic. He begins with the
interior of Byzantine churches in which images are architectural and address
the viewer acoustically, temporally, and liturgically in a completely
enveloping choreographic visual/somatic experience. In these spaces the
body does not see itself, nor does it imagine itself as being looked at by the
introjected gaze of the Other, rather, visuality is dissolved into the vision of
God.

8

Bryson, Norman, p94.
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Raphael, Marriage of the Virgin

In Cartesian perspective however the viewer must place themself at a
particular spot in front of a scenographic image and conflate their perception
with the founding perception of the artist. Whereas the liturgical space of
Byzantium had been physical and somatic, but one in which nonetheless the
body was never individually interpellated and never saw itself, Cartesian
space returned the body to itself; but via a punctal eye, and as a measurable,
visible, objectified unit interpellated by the geometry of perspective.

Vermeer, The artist in his studio
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In Dutch painting, however, with its contingent perspective, arbitrary
framing, and sensuous point by point mapping of surfaces and light onto the
canvas, the body of the viewer is once more dissolved, but not into the eye of
God, as in Byzantium, now it is dissolved into a purely notional point, a nonempirical gaze. Vermeer dissolves the direct, geometric bodily address of
Cartesian space into the fluid computative space of a notional point outside
duration and extension. In this space unique, discontinuous, disincarnate
bodies move in spatial apartness.
However Western painting’s devotion to the gaze is always impossible, it
must always rely on conventions which must also always be denied. This is
where the glance returns to haunt painting.
For as long as the dream of an instantaneous and timeless painting -- the
Essential Copy -- rules in the art of the West, the Glance takes on the role
of saboteur, trickster, for the Glance is not simply intermingled with the
Gaze {...} but is separated out, repressed, and as it is repressed, is also
constructed as the hidden term on whose disavowal the whole system
depends. The flickering, ungovernable mobility of the Glance strikes at
the very roots of rationalism, for what it can never apprehend is the
geometric order which is rationalism’s true ensign: faced with the
geometry of the Ionic temple, the Glance finds in itself no counterpart to
the enduring, motionless and august logic of architectural form, since all
it can take in is the fragment, the collage, and unable to participate in the
unitary mysteries of reason, the Glance is relegated to the category of the
profane, of that which is outside the temple. Before the geometric order
of pictorial composition, the glance finds itself marginalised and
declared legally absent, for this celebration of a faculty of mind to step
outside the flux of sensations and to call into being a world of
transcendent forms, this ceremony of higher logic which the glance is
ordered to witness, is beyond the scope of its comprehension: all it
knows is dispersal -- the disjointed rhythm of the retinal field; yet it is
rhythm which painting of the gaze seeks to bracket out. Against the gaze
the glance proposes desire, proposes the body, in the durée of its
practical activity; in the freezing of syntagmatic motion, desire, and the
body, the desire of the body, are exactly the terms which the tradition
seeks to suppress.”9
Unfortunately, after such stirring stuff, Bryson seems unable to offer any
examples of what a ‘practice of the glance’ might be. In the end he is only able
to trace its presence as an intermittent history of eruptions and irruptions on
the surface of painting during its history.

9

Bryson, Norman, pp121-122
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The Baroque
Martin Jay also attempted to disrupt the theoretical hegemony of Cartesian
perspectivalism by counterposing two other ‘scopic regimes’. He agrees with
Norman Bryson10 and Svetlana Alpers11 that the dilated, observational
pleasures of Dutch painters such as Vermeer, as they map textured surfaces
and chiaroscuroed spaces, is fundamentally distinct from the dispassionate,
airless, mathematical istoria paintings of the Italians.

Tiepolo, Marriage allegory of the Cornaro family, c1722

But more importantly he goes on to identify the Baroque as a fundamental
and enduring challenge to Cartesian perspective:
The Baroque self consciously revels in the contradictions between
surface and depth, disparaging as a result any attempt to reduce the
multiplicity of spaces into any one coherent essence. Significantly, the
mirror that it holds up to nature is not the flat reflecting glass [seen as]
vital in the development of rationalised or ‘analytic’ perspective, but
10

Bryson, Norman, Vision and Painting: The Logic of the Gaze.
Alpers, Svetlana, The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century. University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1983.

11
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rather the anamorphistic mirror, either concave or convex, that distorts
the visual image -- or, more precisely, reveals the conventional, rather
than natural quality of ‘normal’ specularity by showing its dependence
on the materiality of the medium of reflection. In fact, because of a
greater awareness of that materiality {...} Baroque visual experience has
a strongly tactile or haptic quality, which prevents it from turning into
the absolute ocularcentrism of its Cartesian perspectivalist rival.”12
The Baroque sensibility continues to have direct resonances in modernism. It
is a desirous vision, it yearns for a plenitude and a presence that can never be
fulfilled. It is restless, uneasy and ultimately melancholic because of the
inevitable incommensurability of bodily and scopic desires.
[In Baroque vision] The body returns to dethrone the disinterested gaze
of the disincarnated Cartesian spectator. But unlike the return of the
body celebrated in such twentieth-century philosophies of vision as
Merleau-Ponty’s, with its dream of meaning laden imbrication of the
viewer and the viewed in the flesh of the world, here it generates only
allegories of obscurity and opacity. ”13
Within the theoretical topology I am elaborating the baroque could be seen as
a systematic attempt to reproduce the experience of 'oblique' vision, as
opposed to the 'perpendicular' vision of Italian istoria painting.

12
13

Jay, Martin, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity", p17.
Jay, Martin, p18.
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Art and theatricality
In an article from 1967, the formalist critic Michael Fried attacks minimalist
sculpture for what he sees is the war it is waging against modernist art
(which for him translates to abstract painting and sculpture).14 To him the
trouble with Minimal sculpture is that in its programmatic desire to declare
its objecthood, to refuse illusion and reference to anything other than its own
real time presence in a space before a beholder, it has collapsed into
theatricality. Everything counts in the objecthood of minimal sculpture -duration, scale, materiality -- but it counts not to the autonomous art object
itself but to the relationship between object and beholder. Therefore it is
theatrical. The much vaunted experience of 'presence' associated with
minimalist sculpture is merely the operation of a series of theatrical effects -anthropomorphic scale, substantial materiality, industrial facture -- on a
hapless subject, in real time, on the stage of the gallery floor.
To this theatricality Fried counterposes the true path of modernist art:
abstract painters and sculptors such as Anthony Caro. To Fried these
paintings are perpetually renewing themselves in an abstract optical moment
entirely apart from the viewer's own space, dimension and time. Instead of
the theatrical presence of minimalism there is a sublime inexhaustible
presentness of abstraction that appears to manifest itself out of another
spatiality to the viewer's all together.
The terms that Fried sets up in his polemic are related to the topology I have
identified, and their explicit relationship to subsequent work on the gaze and
the glance has already been picked up. Art historian David Clarke, for
instance, has drawn a relationship between Fried's terms and those used by
Bryson in his discussion of the gaze and the glance.15

14

Fried, Michael, "Art and Objecthood", reprinted in Minimal Art: a Critical Anthology, Ed.
Gregory Battcock, Dutton, New York.
15 Clarke, David, "The gaze and the glance: competing understandings of visuality in the
theory and practice of late modernist art." Art History, V15 N1 1992
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Martyn Jolly, two details from the photographic installation Museum, 1986

Rosalind Krauss has argued that an increased 'theatricality' is now
characterising the re-presentation of minimalist sculpture in art museums
today, and that this theatricality is beginning to define the perceptual
experience of late capitalist art museums generally. Although no fan of Fried
the terms of her critique are related to his. Contemporary art museums are
now dedicated to giving their customers not the experience of discreet works
of art, but whole ensembles of experiential effects, where the amplified
architecture and lighting of the museum spaces themselves are as important
as the works displayed. The art historical panorama of the traditional art
museum has been replaced by a hyper real phantasmagoria of art
experiences16 (This has certainly been noticeable in the last couple of Sydney
Biennales and Perspectas where the viewer methodically goes from
installation room to installation room, waits to get an experiential 'hit' off each
work, and then moves on to the next, all the time aware that there are people
waiting behind, and people moving ahead. In this art scenario the viewer
conforms more to the role of customer, than connoisseur.)

16

Krauss, Rosalind, "The Cultural Logic of the Late Capitalist Museum", October 54, pp3-1
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The anamorphic archive
In Rethinking Art History Donald Preziosi likens the discipline of art history to
the mechanism of Bentham’s panopticon. In his conception, unruly art objects
are disciplined into a history by the historian’s panoptic gaze. (An amusing
image for art theory lecturers who use Kodak slide carousels as their tools of
trade.) To Preziosi there are two separate relationships between raw arthistorical data and refined art-historical knowledge. The first relation is
anaphoristic., which he describes as being defined by relational systems of
kinship and genealogy. The second is anamorphistic in which the user of the
archive is directed to take certain positions, 'viewpoints' from which portions
of the chaotic data-mass achieve coherence. This privileged viewpoint
provides a kind of fabricated window from which, and only from which, a
portion of the data-mass locks into place as a composition according to the
laws of one point perspective.17 Anaphoristic relationships may be “material,
textural, chromatic, functional, semantic or iconographic” and implicate the
entire archive from a single ideal point of view. (For instance those books
with titles like The Dog in Art). The anamorphistic windows are various and
multiple -- period styles, biographical oeuvres -- and allow “oblique points of
access” (For instance Degas and his Time). If these anamorphic viewpoints are
multiplied and strung together we get the ‘moviefication’ characteristic of
traditional art history. (The Story of Art through the Ages)
Within my topological terms Preziosi's anaphoristic art historical relationship
is a perpendicular, panoptic one; whereas his anamorphic relationship is an
oblique, dioramic one.
In the concluding section to his book Preziosi maps his two concepts of
anaphoris and anamorphosis onto a built, visual environment. Like art history,
visual environments also “orchestrate signification, deploy and stage
relations of power, and construct and embody ideologies through the
establishment of frameworks of legibility.”18 In anaphoris a given portion of
the built environment is seen as significant because of its connectivity to, or
contrast with, another portion of the built environment. These relationships
are established through a combination of contiguity and semblance, which
operate like metonymy and metaphor in language. (The legibility a neoGothic church in an Australian country town may attain, for instance.) In
anamorphism, on the other hand, legibilities are established from particular
and often surprisingly oblique perspectives. (The legibility city streets may
attain through the familiarity of a particular route, for instance.)
What results [in anamorphosis] is a picture of the visual environment as
a dynamically unfolding, fluid, rhetorical stage, filled with revelations
and occlusions, lucidities and undecidabilities. All tableaux are
momentary and transitory; any genius loci is migratory, always subject
to critique. Meaning is continually subject to displacement and deferral,
and subjects are always subject to such displacements and momentary
17

Preziosi, Donald, Rethinking Art History: Meditations on a Coy Science, Yale University Press,
New haven & London, 1989, pp75-76.
18 Preziosi, Donald, p169.
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fixities: subjectivity, like objecthood, is a fictitious fact; a dialectical and
ideological negotiation, a provisional homestead. And every city is
thereby a hall of mirrors, an envelope of theses for a subject.19
The subject is the site upon which the ideology of the city is actively enacted,
maintained, and possibly critiqued. One of the city's principal strategies as an
apparatus for generating and maintaining power relations is that when
viewed from the right distance and proper perspective (ie anamorphistically),
a profound visibility, a legibility emerges which becomes a template for
constructing the social self.
Preziosi then analyses the plan of the Periclean acropolis to demonstrate how
the ancient citizen was interpellated both anaphorically, by his or her
knowledge of the various manifestations of Athena throughout the acropolis,
as well as anamorphistically, by their visual experience of a particular
conjunction of sightlines on their approach to the building which spatially
linked the multiple manifestations of Athena. The subject is thereby fixed at a
singular architectural/perceptual point which is coincident with the viewing
of a political-ideological tableau. What is produced is a kind of civic theatre
where meaning is constructed and ideology enacted, not in the city as on a
stage, but on the site of the subject themself, through their gaze and
perspective which stitch together their anaphoric knowledge and anamorphic
experience.
Upon entering into the sacral and religious core of the polis, the
participant becomes a fixed and situated fiction, a democratic myth, a
supporting layer in a political and ideological drama scripted by a polis
projecting itself as democracy. The acropolis, then, in its prismatic
economy, enframes the subject by articulating objects for its subjects.20
In his use of the terms anaphoris and anamorphosis to describe both
historiographic practices of art history, and the spatial experience of citizens,
Preziosi uses a perpendicular/oblique topology. Both the student of art
history and the citizen of Athens oscillate between the two points of view,
experiencing interpellation simultaneously through both an aerial, divine
knowledge, and a specific, perspectival pinning down to a ground, and to a
time.

19
20

Preziosi, Donald, p169.
Preziosi, Donald, p178.
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Civic space: above or in the crowd
Early-modern crowds
In “Spaces of Commemoration in the media and the City: the French
Bicentennial”1 Sarah Bonnemaison discusses La Fête de la Fédération, which
was held in Paris in 1790 one year after the revolution, in relation to the
French Bicentenary parade in 1989. She begins by analysing an engraving of
the architect's plan for the amphitheatre of the Féte. The engraving features a
central plan view of the amphitheatre, surrounding by six panels, three of
which contain perspectival views which form a scopic itinerary around the
amphitheatre, and three of which contain panels of text. Bonnemaison see the
whole ensemble as an ur-form of the television coverage of such
commemorations today which feature aerial views from helicopters, handheld camera views from within the crowd, and voice-over commentary from
experts.
The amphitheatre of 1790 consisted of bleachers surrounding an open space.
There was no spectacle in this open space. The thousands of invited deputies
who filled the bleachers saw only themselves. Referring to Foucault she says:
The plan of the bleachers allows each overseer to become a comrade
through the intensity of the criss crossing of gazes across the open space.
The revolutionary space inscribed in this open space proposes a realm of
complete visibility in all its parts {...} it establishes a space where the
opinions of all reign over each.2
In discussing the Ball held that evening on the site of the just demolished
Bastille, Bonnemaison refers to the political philosophy of Rousseau. Under
the Rousseauian Social Contract each citizen enjoys a dual status, he is at once
a member of the sovereign, and a member of the state. He both wills the law
and obeys it. To Rousseau the festival doesn't so much celebrate what people
have, as what they are. The festival represents the theoretical and legal Social
Contract in the existential realm of the emotions. The celebrant of the Féte
both wills the Féte and participates in it. They are simultaneously alienated
beneath the gaze of the others, and restored to themself within the universal
recognition of the people.
But in discussing an image of the 1790 Ball in which the participants are
dancing a farandole around a maypole Bonnemaison comments:

1
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[T]he image makes compromises to the Rousseauist féte, the crowd is
not looking at each other as much as they are looking at the tall
maypole. Each person is not then being alienated in the gaze of the
others, instead each person is looking at a symbolic object and the gaze
becomes self-reflective and ultimately internalised. This implies that the
all important universality of revolutionary ideas can only occur through
the viewer/spectator, outside of the participatory space of the ball.3
In this explanation we have, at the beginnings of modernity, what will
become a persistent topology of ideological interpellation through spectacle.
Not unlike Preziosi's citizen of Athens, in Bonnemaison's account the citizen
of revolutionary France oscillates between an aerial and a perspectival point
of view. Their vision of the spectacle shifts from map to itinerary and back
again. This allows the participant to suture together their new status as both
mass sovereign and individual citizen.
In the "The Exhibitionary Complex"4 Tony Bennett parallels what he calls the
'exhibitionary complex' of the 18th and 19th century imperial exhibitions,
such as London’s Crystal Palace, to Foucault’s 'carceral archipelago' of the
same period. The central problem of the exhibitionary complex was also one
of order and discipline, but one in which a population realised itself as
ordered and disciplined, rather than being the object of such knowledge. This
self knowledge was voluntary, pleasant, and conduited through cultural as
well as scientific discourses. In the exhibitions to which nineteenth century
crowds flocked national histories were universalised and naturalised and the
‘now’ was presented as an inevitable culmination of the manifest destiny of
the past.
The inchoate, carnivalesque, potentially dangerous crowds of medieval
Europe were transformed into a people, a citizenry who allowed themselves
to be funnelled into exhibition halls such as the Crystal Palace where they
saw ordered displays of imperial wealth and knowledge, and also saw
themselves seeing ordered displays of imperial wealth and knowledge.
Exhibitionary institutions:
[S]ought not to map the social body in order to know the populace by
rendering it visible to power. Instead, through the provision of object
lessons in power -- the power to command and arrange things and
bodies for public display -- they sought to allow the people, and en masse
rather than individually, to know rather than be known, to become the
subjects, rather than the objects of knowledge. Yet, ideally, they sought
also to allow the people to know and thence to regulate themselves; to
become, in seeing themselves from the side of power, both the subjects
and objects of knowledge, knowing power and what power knows, and
knowing themselves as (ideally) known by power, interiorising its gaze
as a principle of self surveillance and, hence, self regulation." 5 [This]
technology of vision {...} served not to atomise and disperse the crowd
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but to regulate it, and to do so by rendering it visible to itself, by making
the crowd itself the ultimate spectacle.6
By incorporating aspects of those two great early-modern vision machines,
the panorama and the panopticon, the exhibitionary complex sutured
together the anamorphically opposed viewpoints of guard and prisoner,
panoramic viewer and distantly perceived speck on the horizon. The gaze of
objective surveillance and the gaze of subjective self-knowledge are
internalised through a process of continual oscillation between an oblique
and an ideal viewpoint.

6
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Modern crowds
In discussing the crowd motif in Baudelaire Benjamin says:
The crowd -- no subject was more entitled to the attention of nineteenthcentury writers. It was getting ready to take shape as a public in broad
strata who had acquired facility in reading. It became a customer; it
wished to find itself portrayed in the contemporary novel, as the patrons
did in the paintings of the Middle Ages.7
In The Invention of Tradition Eric Hobsbawm argues that the taste for
commemorative statues begun in the late nineteenth century peaked in about
1914, after that time the emphasis in national commemoration shifted to great
empty urban spaces in which massed crowds were to provide the aesthetic
impact.8

Carl Fernstadt, Crowd around William 1's Victory Column in Berlin, protesting against the French
occupation of the Ruhr, 1923

The disciplined crowds of the nineteenth century were not only now
deployed across the squares of modernist, twentieth century cities but
technological changes also continued the transformation of their relation to
themselves. As Benjamin wrote in the final footnote to the Artwork essay:
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One technical feature is significant here, especially with regard to
newsreels, the propagandistic importance of which can hardly be over
estimated. Mass reproduction is aided especially by the reproduction of
masses. In big parades and monster rallies, in sports events and in war,
all of which nowadays are captured by camera and sound recording, the
masses are brought face to face with themselves. This process, whose
significance need not be stressed, is intimately connected with the
development of the techniques of reproduction and photography. Mass
movements are usually discerned more clearly by the camera than the
naked eye. A bird’s eye view best captures gatherings of hundreds of
thousands. And even though such a view may be as accessible to the
human eye as it is to the camera, the image received by the eye cannot
be enlarged the way a negative is enlarged. This means that mass
movements, including war, constitute a form of human behaviour which
particularly favours mechanical equipment. 9

Vu, double page spread of social statistics
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Müncher Illustrierte Presse, March 13, 1932, "The Lost Votes".

In the illustrated magazines Benjamin would have been reading, such as the
French Vu, and the German Müncher Illustrierte Presse there is often an
interesting visual equivalence made in their layout between photographs of
crowds (perhaps the commonest visual trope of the period) and the graphic
depiction of statistical data about the population in the form of charts and
diagrams. The image of the crowd acts as a iconographic metonym for
symbolic statistical knowledge, while photograph and statistical chart
exchange authority with each other. Every time we open a newspaper today
we see ourselves statistically included in the abstract figures of the pie charts
and bar graphs of the perpetual polling and surveying which drives
contemporary party politics and social policy. This pervasive experience
characterises modernity.
Benjamin was developing the ideas of Siegfried Kracauer’s 1927 essay “The
Mass Ornament” in which he discussed a new aesthetic in Weimar Germany
embodied in imported American synchronised dance troops such as the Tiller
Girls. The masses recognised themselves, and their sociopolitical state, in
these abstract patterns made of body-units, this mass ornamentation. “Only
as parts of a mass, not as individuals who believe themselves to be formed
from within, are human being components of a pattern”10 There is an implied
split in viewpoint in the mass ornament. It is formed by individuals pressed
closely together, but it it is a surface appearance, so it needs distance, rather
than proximity, in order to be perceived.
Even though the masses bring it about, they do not participate in
conceiving the ornament. And as linear as it may seem, no line juts out
of the small segments to determine the whole of the mass pattern. In this
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it resembles the aerial photographs of landscapes and cities for it does not
emerge from the interior of a given reality, but rather appears above it.11
The ‘aerial’ observers of the massed spectacle in the stadium, the masses in
the audience, are themselves arranged in row upon ordered row.
Kracauer saw the mass ornament as a Taylorist aesthetic, training and testing
both bodies and minds.
The hands in the factory correspond to the legs of the Tiller Girls.
Psycho-technical aptitude tests seek to compute emotional dispositions
above and beyond manual abilities. The mass ornament is the aesthetic
reflex of the rationality aspired to by the prevailing economic system.12

Busby Berkerley, Footlight Parade, 1933.

It is interesting that the Hollywood films of Mass Ornament produced six
years after Kracauer’s essay, such as Warner Brothers’ Footlight Parade and
42nd Street, are similarly neatly bifurcated between factory experience and
industrial phantasmagoria. The putative plots of both these films concern the
staging of elaborate musical shows for Broadway theatres or picture palaces.
In the first half the factory labour of arduous, brutalising rehearsal drilling is
displayed in an almost documentary style. The plots layout the
financial/libidinal motivation for the production of the shows and their
managerial chains of command. They then explore the resulting tribulations
in managing ‘the production process’ because of fickleness and rivalry
between the fiscal/sexual investors in the production. The first halves of the
films set up a sado-masochistic erotic tension through double entendre and
emotional misapprehension mixed with the exhausting Taylorist labour of
11
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rehearsal. In the second half all is resolved in the phantasmagoria of an ideal,
abstract, erotic, display of industrially produced body ornaments filmed in a
montage of camera shots which mechanically intermesh a perpendicular and
oblique point of view.
But of course the real production process of this second half of the films is not
the production process we thought we saw explicated in the first half. The
production process of the Hollywood ‘dream factories’ is still veiled as in
every other capitalist commodity. Adorno comments on Marx’s theory of
commodities that their phantasmagoria “mirrors subjectivity by confronting
the subject with the product of their own labour, but in such a way that the
labour that has gone into it is no longer identifiable"; rather “the dreamer
encounters his own image impotently.”13 Thus in these film there is a ‘quasi
documentary’ as well as a ‘phantasmagoric’ identification with industry.
Kracauer was ambivalent about mass ornament. It was a rational abstraction
of contemporary reality and liberated the masses from organicist myths, so it
therefore reflected conditions more authentically than the high art of the
intelligensia. It was a legitimate expression of mass aesthetics, but in its
abstraction it was also vulnerable to being regressive if the political authority
of the masses was hijacked.
After the War Kracauer could no longer be so ambivalent. Fascism had been
clearly seen to rob the mass of their political authority, and to subsume the
abstraction of Mass Ornament under the Nazi’s organicist myth of the Volk.
Writing in 1947 about Triumph of the Will, the emblematic fascist ornament, he
said:
The innumerable rows of the various Party formations composed
tableaux vivants across the huge festival grounds. These living
ornaments not only perpetuated the metamorphosis of the moment, but
symbolically presented the masses as instrumental superunits {...} The
film also includes pictures of the mass ornaments into which this
transported life was pressed at the convention. They appeared as mass
ornaments to Hitler and his staff, who must have appreciated them as
configurations symbolising the readiness of the masses to be shaped and
used at will by their leaders.14
The Nazis monumentalised the Mass Ornament into ‘human architecture’. As
a sympathetic writer put it:
The political soldiers focus their gaze on it [the building]. Standing
together in the same posture, in the same uniform, intent on the same
goal, they are bound to perceive the straight lines of the columns as an
expression of the order to which they have submitted themselves. They
find, expressed in stone, the same will to order that has taken possession
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of them as living human beings. They feel a total harmony between
themselves and this architecture.15
Yet participants in Nazi Rallies, although no doubt feeling intensely
immersed in this patterned, architectural construction of the spectacle,
particularly after training for the event for months before hand, in fact got a
very limited, occluded viewpoint of the rally at the time -- a distant glimpse
of Hitler, an anamorphically receding, undifferentiated sea of heads or row of
bodies around them, perhaps some fireworks or light columns overhead.
They had "the perspective of a brick."16 Yet they could readily imagine
themselves from above, from Hitler’s viewpoint, because it was Hitler’s
vision of them that the participants directly experienced in his speeches:
Who could remain unmoved when thinking that the thousands of men
parading now before us are not only individuals moving in the present,
but the eternal expression of the vitality of our people in the past and in
the future as well?.{...} The path which they follow has been followed by
our people for centuries, and we need only close our eyes for a second to
imagine the sound of the forward march of the ancestors of our entire
race.17
In this speech Hitler rhetorically brings each participant up onto the dais with
him, but in so doing he must also simultaneously address the participants to
whom he is speaking in the third person. His rhetorical vision of them is
therefore introjected into their self-conscious apprehension of themselves. To
reinforce this rhetorical effect it was Hitler’s optical vision of them which they
saw from his point of view in the newsreels and films which followed the
event.
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Leni Riefenstahl, montage for The Triumph of the Will special issue of Illustrierier Film Kurier,
1936.

Hitler's viewpoint was both historically and geographically panoramic. As
indicated by the quote above he had a transcendent historical vision of the
columns before him, as though they were coming from the deep past and
marching into the future. The rallies themselves reinforced this spatial and
temporal panorama, they not only contained ceremonies commemorating
various WW1 battles and the Martyrs of the failed Nazi Putsch of 192318, but
also brought together party members from the far geographical corners of the
Reich. As Goebbels said in praising The Triumph of the Will “It shows, in
monumental images never before seen, the thrilling events of our political
life. It is the great vision of the Führer on film presented in images of a
vividness never before seen”. 19
Within the structure of The Triumph of the Will Hitler’s aerial, ideal,
transcendent vision is established by the opening point of view shots of the
clouds parting and the shadow of his plane being projected onto Nuremberg's
streets. Subsequently, although there are only a few further shots directly
from Hitler’s point of view, there is a constantly mobile camera suturing
together for the cinema viewer the anamorphic view of the citizen, and the
panoptic, ubiquitous view of the Führer. Riefenstahl’s film is not edited like
traditional newsreels or previous national or civic cinemas such as those
produced by Vertov or Ruttman. Her filmic montage is not reflexively
collagistic as in The Man With The Movie Camera, or allegorical and
metaphorical as in Berlin: the Symphony of a City.20 Rather it is a seamless
suturing together of an organic, elastic space. She used towers and a lift built
up a flag pole to establish a vertical dimension to her camera movements, and
18
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tracks and dollies to establish a corresponding horizontal dimension. She
herself described the resultant camerawork of her team as balletic.21
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In and above the body
With technologies such as the nineteenth century phantasmagoria, mass
spectacles such a rallies, and the cinema, bodily experience begins to split
from cognitive experience during this period. According to Ernst Jünger,
writing in Germany in 1932, the workers sacrificed themself to technological
destruction in war, as well as industrial and traffic accidents, with such
statistical predicability that they had developed a second, ‘colder
consciousness’ which is “indicated in the ever-more sharply developed
capacity to see oneself as an object”.22 This has the effect of cushioning the
sensorium from the shocks of modernity. Technologies such as the camera
become prosthetic sense organs of a transformed synaesthetic system that
extends human power, but at the same time paradoxically increases the
vulnerability and fragility of the body in the face of that technology.
The shocks of technology are cushioned by the image of the body being
displaced from somatics onto technics where:
[O]ne sees oneself as a physical body divorced from sensory
vulnerability -- a statistical body the behaviour of which can be
calculated; a performing body, actions of which can be measured up
against the “norm”; a virtual body, one that can endure the shocks of
modernity without pain.23
But this fragmentation also threatened to annihilate the body itself. When the
subject of modernity was thus threatened, the aerial view became re-assuring
The mass ornament of the aerial view gave back to the observer a reassuring
perception of the rationality of the whole social body. In a similar dialectic to
the Lacanian Eye and Gaze, when viewed from within the individual body,
the social body is an overwhelmingly Other threat to wholeness and identity.
And when the social body is viewed as a whole, the individual body
disappears from view, the self threatens to 'drain' away into the social. In
fascism "this dilemma of perception is surmounted by a phantasmagoria of
the individual as part of a crowd that itself forms an integral whole”24 As
Goebbels said “We who shape modern German politics feel ourselves to be
artistic people, entrusted with the great responsibility of forming out of the
raw material of the masses a solid, well wrought structure of a volk.”25 The
masses played a double role in this political art -- to appear to themselves as
both shaper and shaped, observer and spectacle.26
Hence the exhilaration of the participant/viewer in The Triumph of the Will is
the oscillation between the threat of the loss of self and a fragmentation
within the crowd (and by extension the street, factory and battlefields of
modernity) and the re-assuring re-incorporation into the crystalline structure
of the Volk. The potential radicality of mass distraction, their ‘alertness under
22
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conditions of discontinuity’, is recuperated for fascism; and their experiential,
dislocated subjectivity of self and body is united by technologies of vision.
Interestingly, the figure of Hitler himself is quite blank during the rallies. In a
simple uniform, passive, giving the occasional perfunctory salute, often
looking rather smug, Hitler’s apparent narcissism is reflective, not expressive.
As an intact, whole ego he becomes the pivotal point for all the fragmentary
points of view of the masses, and the focus of their identification. To
Benjamin capitalism had already responded to the revolutionary potential of
film with the personality cults of the movies:
The film responds to the shrivelling of the aura with an artificial build
up of the “personality” outside the studio. The cult of the movie star,
fostered by the money of the film industry, preserves not the unique
aura of the person but the 'spell of the personality', the phoney spell of a
commodity27
As Benjamin also noted, this change was happening in the realm of politics as
well. Mechanical reproduction had shifted the arena of democratic politics
from the chambers of parliaments to radio and cinema.
Though their tasks may be different, [mechanical reproduction] affects
equally the actor and the ruler. The trend is toward establishing
controllable and transferable skills [of self exhibition] under certain
social conditions. This results in a new selection [of actor or politician], a
selection before the equipment from which the star and the dictator
emerge victorious.28
Hitler was the national movie star, but he was also the architect of the Volk.
The architecture of the spectacle and its staging, as well as the architectural
space inscribed by Riefenstahl’s camera, both virtually disembodied and then
re-embodied the spectator, via a perpendicular/oblique suturing, in
superimposed architectural, filmic and civic spaces.
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In and above the city
In ‘The Great Towns’ chapter of Frederick Engels' The Condition of the Working
Class in England, originally published in 1844, Engels describes London
almost in panoramic terms, not by using a panoptic tower as a viewpoint, but
by the trope of a statistical view from the Thames. However he then follows
this overwhelming, intoxicating, 'quasi aerial' view with a sobering series of
experiential shocks down in its streets.
London is unique, because it is a city in which one can roam for hours
without leaving the built-up area and without seeing the slightest sign
of the approach of open country. This enormous agglomeration of
population on a single spot has multiplied a hundred fold the economic
strength of the two and a half million inhabitants concentrated here.
This great population has made London the commercial capital of the
world and has created the gigantic docks in which are assembled the
thousands of ships which always cover the River Thames. I know
nothing more imposing than the view one obtains of the river when
sailing from the sea up to London Bridge. Especially above Woolwich
the houses and docks are packed tightly together on both banks of the
river. The further one goes up the river the thicker the concentration of
ships lying at anchor, so that eventually only a narrow shipping lane is
left free in mid stream. Here hundreds of steam ships dart to and fro. All
this is so magnificent and impressive that one is lost in admiration. The
traveller has good reason to marvel at England’s greatness even before
he steps on English soil.
It is only later that the traveller appreciates the human suffering which
has made all this possible. He can only realise the price that has been
paid for all this magnificence after he has tramped the pavements of the
main streets of London for some days and has tired himself out by
jostling his way through the crowds and by dodging the endless stream
of coaches and carts which fill the streets. It is only when he has visited
the slums of this great city that it dawns upon him that the inhabitants
of modern London have had to sacrifice so much that is best in human
nature in order to create those wonders of civilisation with which their
city teems.”29
Benjamin found this description charmingly old fashioned because Engels,
although having social concern for the masses, was unequipped to deal with
the modern shocks generated by moving through a crowd. To Benjamin
Engels, coming from provincial Germany, was unable to adopt the
sophisticated ambivalent flâneury of Baudelaire who was drawn to the crowd
but also dissociated from it, and was therefore able to parry its urban shocks
with a "single glance of contempt."30
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However according to David Phillips, Engels had a rhetorical purpose in
highlighting the contrast between the grand vista, with all its artistic
associations, and the reality on the streets and in the alleys. The grim social
reality of the streets can only become apparent by Engels reversing those
social and physical barriers of distance which he had maintained in his initial
response to the crowds on London’s streets. Instead of maintaining distance,
Engels now adopts as a deliberate strategy a mode of exploring the city
through close physical proximity and an active, critical searching for
evidence.31 (How many TV cop shows and cinema thrillers have opened with
a series of establishing shots identical in their visual rhetoric to Engels' social
reformist text? The Million Stories of the Naked City begin only after we have
dived down into the panoramic vista of its skyscrapers and oceanic sound of
its police sirens.)
In this rhetoric of the city -- moving from initial aerial, abstract, statistical,
panoramic description, to subsequent itinerant, bodily, emotional, contingent
experience -- a familiar topology emerges.
If Dickensian London had an Eiffel Tower Engels would have undoubtedly
begun his description from its top. To Barthes the Eiffel Tower is a universal
symbol of Paris, but it has an additional power, "an object when we look at it,
it becomes a lookout in its turn when we visit it, and now constitutes as an
object, simultaneously extended and collected beneath it, that Paris which just
now was looking at it.”32 This is its “great oneiric function, which makes it a
kind of total monument.” By sharing a function with the sublime or
picturesque natural outlooks of landscape views, the Tower naturalises Paris,
it links Paris to the great natural themes of “the ocean, the storm, the
mountains, the snow, the rivers”. This viewpoint allows the traveller to read
the landscape, rather than experience it.
In the past to travel {...} was to be thrust in the midst of sensation, to
perceive only a kind of tidal wave of things: the bird’s eye view on the
contrary, represented by our romantic writers as if they had anticipated
both the construction of the tower and the birth of aviation, permits us
to transcend sensation and to see things in their structure.33
The panorama is an invitation to decipherment. We must struggle to
reconstitute our memories and our sensations within the initially unknown
total space of the panorama. There is a euphoria in aerial vision as it slides
over a continuous space, but also a struggle as we are forced to make the
intellectual effort to divide, identify and reattach this blissful sensation to
memory and knowledge. The aerial perspective is also teleological, (like
Hitler at Nuremberg) we are compelled to imagine history stretching
simultaneously backwards and forwards beneath us.
It was this historical panorama which the Situationists sought to evade in
their primary spatial tactic, the dérive. They claimed to be reacting against the
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instrumentalised image of the city propagated under the reign of capital.
They responded to its reduction to “the undifferentiated state of the visiblereadable realm”34 with a concern for its ‘psychogeography’ and ‘atmospheric
unities’. In his Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography Guy Debord urged
city dwellers to experience “the sudden change of atmosphere in a street, the
sharp division of a city into one of distinct psychological climates; the path of
least resistance -- wholly unrelated to the unevenness of the terrain -- to be
followed by the casual stroller; the character, attractive, or repellent, of certain
places.”35
The Situationist's dérive, was imagined to replace the panoramic voyeur with
the desultory walker who abandons “for an undefined period of time, the
motives generally admitted for action and movement, their relations, their
labour and leisure activities, abandoning themselves to the attractions of the
terrain and the encounters proper to it.”36. The dérive took place below the
threshold of visibility, in the sense of being beyond what is visible to the
voyeur's gaze. It rejected the imaginary totalisations of the panorama in
favour of the imaginary blindness of alleys. To Debord the 'vue vertical' of the
aerial photograph panders to scopic and epistemophilic pleasures by seeking
the totality of the city. But this whole is imaginary, a fiction maintained only
by its alienation from the murky, but motile and intertwining, daily
behaviours of the people of the city.
The dérive was more than an updating of flânerie, identified by Benjamin as an
ur-form of progressive distraction.37 Both are simultaneously of, but apart
from the crowd, but the dérivist consciously suspends all class allegiances and
has none of the aristocratic hangover of the flâneur . Nor, supposedly, was the
dérivist’s gaze covetous or erotic, as was the flâneur’s. "The city and the square
are no longer conceived of as 'spontaneously visible objects' but are posited as
social constructions through which the dérive negotiates while simultaneously
fragmenting and disrupting them".38 (Although it is somewhat disappointing
to read accounts of actual dérives which sound more like drunken indulgences
than desultory drifts.)
The relationship between the voyeur and the walker found in Benjamin,
Barthes and the Situationists is most famously elaborated in Michel De
Certeau’s “Walking in the City”, in The Practice of Everyday Life.39 From the top
of the World Trade Centre the gigantic mass of New York is immobilised
before the eyes and turned into a kind of 'texturology'. The viewer's solar Eye
looks down like a god, experiencing an erotic voyeurism in being lifted out of
the clasp of the streets to survey the city which is transformed from the world
which once possessed you into a text that lies before your eyes. “The
exaltation of a scopic and gnostic drive: the fiction of knowledge is related to
this lust to be a viewpoint and nothing more.” But this erotic, sublime vision
34Lefebvre,
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also contains a threat of an "Icarian fall" back down “into the dark space
where crowds move back and forth.” The panorama city, analogous to the
cartographer's theoretical map, is sustainable only by an erasure of lived
itineraries. Those who practice the city live below the threshold of visibility,
they write the city blindly as they follow the thicks and thins of the urban
text. They are blind because they cannot read the text they write. “The
networks of these moving, intersecting writings compose a manifold story
that has neither author nor spectator, shaped out of fragments of trajectories
and alterations of spaces: in relation to representations it remains daily and
definitely other.”40
Panoptic space is geometrical, geographical, theoretical and visible; the
spatial practices of an urban terrain, on the other hand, are anthropological,
poetic, mythic, migrational, metaphorical and blind. The administrative
operations of the city cannot hope to regulate the lived practices of its
inhabitants. Rather the "swarming activities" of its inhabitants have
insinuated themselves into the city's networks of surveillance. They may be
unreadable to panoptic urban organisation, but they are nonetheless stable,
self-regulating and creative.
Walking in the city is like speaking a language. It is phatic, it “creates a
mobile organicity in the environment” which allows contact between
inhabitants. The “pedestrian speech act” can also be rhetorical. The "long
poem of walking" creates “shadows and ambiguities", inserts “multitudinous
references and citations” into panoptic spatial organisations. Space is swollen,
shrunk and fragmented by the walker’s practice as he concentrates on one
synecdochic detail of an area, or elides a conjunctive passage asyndetically.
The walker also negotiates the mythic, gnostic power of place names which
have become attached to diverse personal meanings. These new, personal,
metaphorical meanings constitute a "strange toponymy that is detached from
actual places and flies high over the city like a foggy geography of ‘meanings’
held in suspension"41 There are also ‘local authorities’, excesses of
signification, topoi for ‘local legends’ which compromise the univocity of the
operational city and must therefore be exterminated by it. Walking is closely
related to memory, an anti-museum of absences. “Haunted places are the
only ones people can live in -- and this inverts the schema of the panopticon.
“42
These poetic, utopian, somewhat delirious accounts of the city all closely
conform to the perpendicular/oblique topology. In these instances, too, the
topology is gendered. As Sue Best points out, the city in these and similar
accounts is woman, passively waiting to be traversed, explored, and brought
into meaning by man.43
In "Space for the subject" Best also warns against the too easy conflation of
spatiality and subjectivity in accounts such as these. The new theorists of
40
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space, such as de Certeau, want to totally subjectivise spatiality so they can
centre the subject and hence semiotically read space as a capitalist
superstructure. In order to do this they attempt to bracket out geometry from
this new spatiality, so that space can be a specific, material product of various
social formations. But to believe that one can eject geometry from space is as
absurd as to believe that one can exclude language from the world. She is
suspicious of de Certeau's ability to totally discard the geometry of space as
he descends down from the top of the World Trade Centre to the streets of
New York. De Certeau ignores the fact that the geometry of space is already
multiple -- euclidean, topological, chaotic, etc. So rather his descent is an
'enabling violation' of geometry which remains "a condition of possibility for
any negotiation of space, critical or otherwise."44 In a similar way
anamorphosis is an enabling violation of perspective, and the oblique a
violation of the perpendicular.
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Within memory, from the viewpoint of history
In the article "Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire.” Pierre
Nora opposes the concept of memory to history in a way topologically
analogous to the other dialectics I have elaborated so far in this dissertation.
Nora argues that as a result of modernity there is now an unprecedented
rupture of the present from the past. We now feel the past less as a warm
experience of memory, more as a cold knowledge of history.
The remnants of experience still lived in the warmth of tradition, in the
silence of custom, in the repetition of the ancestral, have been displaced
under the pressure of a fundamentally historical sensibility. {...} The
'acceleration of history', then, confronts us with the brutal realisation of
the difference between real memory -- social and unviolated,
exemplified in, but also retained as the secret of, so called primitive and
archaic societies -- and history, which is how our hopelessly forgetful
modern societies, propelled by change, organise the past. On the one
hand we find an integrated, dictatorial memory -- unselfconscious,
commanding, all powerful, spontaneously actualising, a memory
without a past that ceaselessly reinvents tradition, linking the history of
its ancestors to the undifferentiated time of heroes, origins and myth -and on the other hand, our own impoverished historical memory,
nothing more in fact than sifted and sorted historical traces.45
In modernity there has been a conquest and eradication of memory by
history. The two are in fundamental opposition. Memory remains in
permanent evolution, fluidly forming itself through a perpetual process of
use (and therefore vulnerable to manipulation and appropriation). History,
on the other hand, is the always problematic reconstruction of what is no
longer. Memory is a perpetually actual phenomenon, a bond tying us to the
eternal present. History is a representation of the past. Memory only
accommodates those facts which suit it, it nourishes recollections in a kind of
Baroquely arbitrary way. History, however, calls for analysis and criticism.
Memory is sacred. History releases memory into the prosaic. Memory is blind
to all but the group it binds, there are as many memories as there are groups;
it is multiple and yet specific; it is collective, plural, and yet individuals are
directly embodied in it. History, on the other hand, belongs to everyone and
to no one, it therefore attempts to claim a universal authority. Memory takes
root in the concrete, in spaces, gestures, images and objects; history binds
itself strictly to temporal continuities, to progressions and relations between
things.
At the heart of history is a critical discourse that is antithetical to
spontaneous memory. History is perpetually suspicious of memory, and
its true mission is to suppress and destroy it. At the horizon of historical
45
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societies, at the limits of the completely historicist world, there would
occur a permanent secularisation. 46
The recent interest in historiography is further tangible evidence of the
triumph of history over memory. Previously histories had been 'total',
unproblematically assuming that they embodied collective memory. Critical
history and the recent histories of historiography introduces doubt which
further separates memory from history. History is no longer the holy
foundation of the nation; histories are now social self-knowledge. The concept
of Society has replaced the concept of the Nation as the ground of coherent
meaning. And the future has replaced the past as the source of legitimation
for society.
Because of the historical technics of modernity memory has been torn from
the past, there is therefore a valorisation of those few remaining sites where a
sense of continuity with the past persists. We need them because modernity
has swept aside the automatic, organic transmission and conservation of
collectively remembered values which once prepared a smooth passage from
the past to the future. Memory which was once organic, natural and
ubiquitous, now must be preserved in lieux de mémoire . "There are lieux de
mémoire, sites of memory, because there are no longer milieux de mémoire, real
environments of memory."47 They are museums, archives, cemeteries,
festivals, anniversaries, treaties, depositions, monuments, sanctuaries,
fraternal orders -- the boundary stones of another age. They are cold and
nostalgic, isolated and pathetic.
[Because] there is no spontaneous memory we must deliberately create
archives, maintain anniversaries, organise celebrations, pronounce
eulogies and notarise bills because such activities no longer occur
naturally. The defence, by certain minorities, of a privileged memory
that has retreated to jealously protected enclaves in this sense intensely
illuminates the truth of lieux de mémoire -- that without commemorative
vigilance, history would soon sweep them away. {...} If history did not
besiege memory, deforming and transforming it, penetrating and
petrifying it, there would be no lieux de mémoire . Indeed, it is this very
push and pull which produces lieux de mémoire -- moments in history
torn away from movement of history, then returned; no longer quite life,
not yet death, like shells on the shore when the sea of living memory has
receded"48
True memory is gestures and habits, the body's inherent knowledge, it is
involuntary, unstudied and ingrained. On the other hand social, collective
historicist memory is voluntary, deliberate, a duty, individual. This new
modern, historical memory is archival, it relies on material traces, the
immediacy of recording, the visibility of the image. Since our connectivity to
the past can no longer be experienced from the inside it has to be experienced
from the outside, via its exterior scaffolding and outward signs. Fear of the
disappearance of the past, combined with anxiety about the meaning of the
present leads to an obsession with the archive. Everything must be collected,
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because everything is potentially memorable. Memory is absorbed and
reconstituted in the archive which gives an unlimited repertoire of what
might be recalled. The archive becomes a prosthesis-memory.
Even as traditional memory disappears, we feel obliged assiduously to
collect remains, testimonies, documents, images, speeches, any visible
signs of what has been, as if this burgeoning dossier were to be called
upon to furnish some proof to who knows what tribunal of history."49
Because this new historical memory is no longer a collective practice we tend
to interiorise and individuate it. Everyone goes in search of his own memory,
or that of their ethnic or professional group. The past becomes a skein of
genealogies rather than a nurturing environment in which we live.
So the new memory is an archive memory and a duty memory, it is also
distance memory. It has become retinal, televisual, cinematic and narrative
because this is how we understand the present. Ironically the historian
himself become a Lieux de mémoire when he appears as a character in these
forms of history telling.
Nora's whole text is shot through with a utopian, nostalgic longing for some
lost maternal past, and at times tends to over characterise history as a
totalising force which exterminates experience. However the concept of Lieux
de mémoire is extremely useful for thinking about the complex relationship
between technologised history and personal memory. Contemporary oral
historians encounter this everyday. Aged ex-domestic servants genuinely get
their own memories entangled with the plots of Upstairs Downstairs.
Researchers into the experience of Australian women on the Home Front
during WW11 are confidently told by their interviewees that they will learn
everything they need to know from The Sullivans.50
Nora's text is reminiscent of Benjamin's "The Storyteller" which has a similar
nostalgia for the loss of traditional, 'organic' memory. To Benjamin the
experience of past and distant events which was once passed collectively,
"mouth to mouth", was being transformed by the technological dissemination
of information. This was replacing the epic story with the commodified novel,
and collective memory with individuated remembrance.51
To Benjamin technics like film, photography and mass reproduction were
traumatically re-organising perception, space and time. The experiential
shocks of modernity were being parried away from an accumulative
experience which was couched in the past and in involuntary memories,
mimetic correspondences and bodily skills (erfahrung), towards a transitory
experience of an already interpreted appearance of reality in a lived, but
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passing moment (erlebnis).52 Nora's Lieux de mémoire are therefore auratic, the
emanations of the decay of memory in the face of the onslaught of the
technics of history. However unlike Nora's lament for the loss of memory and
his nostalgic clinging to Lieux de mémoire , Benjamin saw the two experiences
in a much more complex dialectical relationship.
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Gender
In a recent series of articles Sue Best has called for a new understanding of the
relationship between subjects and space: not as discrete subjects acting
themselves out in space, but the "joint and imbricated production of
embodied sexed subjects and space."53. She argues that:
[S]pace is a sexualised concept. That is, the concept of space has been,
and still is, constituted by and through the body of woman, whilst the
disembodied 'human' subject who gives form to, or produces
determinate spaces, most notably the spaces of 'human' geography, is
undeniably masculine. So through the problematic of space, the sexes
are embodied very differently. Or rather, one sex is all body -- space,
substance, matter, matrix -- and the other has no body, no spatial
extension, but forms bodies, space and matter. It is the difference, in
other words, between being space and having space." 54
Writers as diverse a Plato, Bachelard, Sartre, Henri Lefebvre, de Certeau,
Edward Soja, and Frederic Jameson have metaphorically transported the
attributes of woman over to space. But, Best argues, metaphors are more than
simply 'illustrative' images, rather the concepts brought into being by the
metaphoric relation are also constituted within the matter of the metaphor.
Rhetoric constitutes reality. Because space is produced by the metaphor of
woman "it follows that woman is a constitutive part of space. Space is
constituted via this detour through the matter of woman. This metaphor both
spatialises woman and feminises space."55
Contemporary writers on space have not only deliberately bracketed out
geometry in order to make spatiality a better tool for reading contemporary
subjectivity, as she claimed in "Space for the Subject", but they are also
unaware that gender is encrypted into their texts. According to Rosalyn
Deutsche: "urban discourse continues to construct space as a feminised object
surveyed by mastering subjects."56 Best continues: "These theorists continue to
do what man has always done: hog the subject position and thereby
masquerade as the human."57
But there is no easy way out of this oppressive binary logic for women.
Claiming a female autonomy outside the binary is a utopian dream which
would simply become the subordinate term in a new binary. And simply
refusing this naming of woman may neutralise the binary opposition too
quickly and leave nothing to work with. Feminists must therefore continue to
work within the binary difference even as they dismantle it. "It is in this light
53
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that it may not seem quite so odd to reclaim the femininity of space,
particularly as it is now valorised and ostensibly neutered. It is only by
reclaiming it that one can actually shift it."58
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Postmodern space
The perpendicular/oblique topology belongs to Modernity. Most discussion
of so-called Postmodern space argue that any kind of Cartesian spatial axes
have been flattened by depthless simulation or telematic vectorisation, and
that any kind of lived spatial subjectivity has been apocalyptically
globalised.59
However in Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism60 Jameson
at least continues to discuss spatial subjectivity as a phenomenological
experience. He argues that the new 'depthlessness' of Postmodernism has
mutated space. The emblem of this radically different Postmodern space is
the Bonaventure Hotel in downtown Los Angeles, built by the
developer/architect, entrepreneur/artist, John Portman. The reflective
windows of the hotel repel the outside, still modern space, not as a gesture
declaring its own architectural autonomy, but in order to create a total,
interior, hyper space. Within this hyper space the hyper crowd move without
the aid of any of the familiar Cartesian co-ordinates. The topology of
perpendicular and oblique has been obliterated. The escalators and lifts don't
just simply replace the narrative of movement within the building's
architecture, they become in themselves allegorical signs of older forms of
narrativised movement such as the promenade. By this allegorisation of
movement, and also by the symmetrical self-mirroring structure of the
building, its re-ordering of normal spatial strata, and its formless busy
emptiness -- distance volume and perspective all collapse onto the body.
Rather than being a subject coordinating themself within a space extending
out around them, the visitor to the Bonaventure Hotel is immersed in its
space. "You are in hyper space up to your eyes and your body".
Perhaps this immersive space still sounds a bit like the phenomenological
space of an oblique terrain, perhaps it therefore allows potential escape
through elevation. The lifts in the atrium of the Bonaventure may seem to
hold out to the subject the lifeline of a vertical dimension, and therefore this
possibility of escape back to modernity by being 'beamed up' to a panoramic
lookout, but they fold even this hope back into postmodern hyper space at the
last moment:
We may suggest that the glorious movement of the gondola is also a
dialectical compensation for this filled space of the atrium -- it gives us
the chance at a radically different, but complementary, spatial
experience: that of rapidly shooting up through the ceiling and outside,
along one of the four symmetrical towers, with the referent, Los
Angeles, spread out breathtakingly, and even alarmingly before us. But
even this vertical movement is contained: the elevator lifts you to one of
those revolving cocktail lounges, in which, seated, you are again
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passively rotated about and offered a contemplative spectacle of the city
itself, now transformed into its own image by the glass windows
through which you view it.61
Postmodern space is therefore characterised by the implosion of my
perpendicular/oblique topology. Just as to Burke or Kant -- experiencing the
sublime standing on the edge of some abyss -- the vastness of nature
overwhelmed their ability to represent their place in space to themselves, so
to Jameson in the Bonaventure Hotel the vastness of technology spatially
overwhelms him in the hysterical, camp, technological sublime.
We are temporarily bewildered by this new spatiality. What chance, then, for
a good, radical spatial practice when:
No theory of cultural politics {...} has been able to do without one notion
or another of a certain minimal aesthetic distance, of the possibility of a
positioning of a cultural act outside the massive Being of capital, from
which to assault this last. {...} Distance in general (including 'critical
distance' in particular) has very precisely been abolished in the new
space of postmodernism. We are submerged in its henceforth filled and
suffused volumes to the point where our now postmodern bodies are
bereft of spatial coordinates and practically (let alone theoretically)
incapable of distantiation; meanwhile, it has already been observed how
the prodigious new expansion of multinational capital ends up
penetrating and colonising those very precapitalist enclaves (Nature and
the Unconscious) which offered extraterritorial and Archimedean
footholds for critical effectivity.62
Jameson proposes 'cognitive mapping' as a way out of the bewilderment of
postmodern spatial subjectivity. What this aesthetics may be is difficult to
determine since it is 'as yet unimaginable'. But in my terms it seems to entail
adding a third axis to the perpendicular/oblique topology. This axis will be
the axis of symbolic representation. Jameson explains what this third axis
might be by reference to the history of mapping. Historically, spatial subjects
initially knew themselves in space through the itinerary, to this was later
added the map. But the surface which the map mapped was never stable, it
curved around the globe, so the map had to adopt various languages of
representation to accommodate this new space. Hence there is no true map.
Similarly, Postmodern space is now a representational, allegorical space,
more than it is a Cartesian space. It is no longer just known through textual
representation, it is representational in and of itself.
This is not then, clearly, a call for a return to some older kind of
machinery, some older and more transparent national space, or some
more traditional and reassuring perspectival or mimetic enclave: the
new political art (if it is to be possible at all) will have to hold to the
truth of postmodernism, that is to say, to its fundamental object -- the
world space of multinational capital -- at the same time as it achieves a
breakthrough to some as yet unimaginable new mode of representing
61
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this last, in which we may again begin to grasp our positioning as
individuals and collective subjects and regain a capacity to act and
struggle which is at present neutralised by our spatial as well as our
social confusion.63
Although we know that this 'cognitive mapping' won't be like previous forms
of spatial practice, we can't quite yet say what it will be like either, except that
it will allow some good old fashioned 'acting' and 'struggling' out of the
suffocating submersion of postmodern space. In this argument space becomes
a symptom of late capitalism, which transfers its malaise to subjects who will
inevitably desire the invention of 'cognitive mapping' in order to cure
themselves.
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Conclusion
The above elaboration of a persistent perpendicular/oblique topology is
definitely not intended as an argument for a homology between the theories. I
was reading the references cited when developing the photographic art work
Wonderful Pictures and I am claiming that this topology, albeit in a less
elaborated form, was on my mind then and informed the central visual tactic
I developed for the work. When photographing the pages of the Australiana
Picture books with which I was working, I shifted the camera off from the
perpendicular to photograph the pages from an oblique angle.
By using the topology to dialectically organise a whole series of subjective
experiences in space I have found it a useful enabling figure for both my
photographic work, and the discussion of Australian spatial practices which
follows. To brutally summarise, and without wishing to compromise the
complexity of the individual texts I have cited.

Perpendicular

Punctal eye
Rational
Atemporal
Fixed
Map
Knowledge
Sublime
Visible
Light
Geometric
Provisionally stable
Male
Voyeuristic
Panoramic
Father's law
Paradigmatic
Aerial
Semiotic
Statistics
Scene
History

Oblique

Incarnated eye
Corporeal
Temporal
Mobile
Itinerary
Experience
Picturesque
Blind
Dark
Organic
Psychologically motile
Female
Haptic
Anamorphic
Mother's body
Diegetic
Perambulatory
Phenomenological
Biography
Terrain
Memory

Sexuality and textuality are the two conduits which traverse and suture the
axes. There are libidinal pleasures in the voyeurism of the perpendicular,
where the world is laid out like a text to be read, just as there are libidinal
pleasures in enunciating that text as one gropes their way through it,
progressively revealing its meaning. The subject of these libidinal pleasures is
masculine, and the text/body they visually read, or haptically enunciate, is
female.
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The perpendicular and the oblique in Sydney at
mid-century
Personal spatiality within civic spatiality
A second hand copy of Frank Hurley’s picture book Sydney: A Camera Study is
held in the library of the National Gallery of Australia. Between its pages are
four pieces of toilet paper. Presumably they were put there by Derek who,
going by his inscription on the fly leaf, originally gave the book, “with love to
Mum, Dad and Shirley” at Christmas 1948. He has used the toilet paper as
improvised tracing paper to add a personal overlay to the grand civic vistas
in the book.

Page from Frank Hurley, Sydney: A Camera Study, 1948, with overlay.
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Page from Frank Hurley, Sydney: A Camera Study, 1948, with overlay.

For instance we can orient a square of paper over the full colour photograph
The Spit, Middle Harbour1 by the outlines of Clontarf, Middle Head and a sail
boat which have been traced in pencil. Once it is positioned we can locate
Derek's superimposed comments. An arrow points from the inscription “This
is where Jim Miller has his block of land -- where we nearly built a Duplex” to
a spot in Clontarf. Another inscription above Spit Road says “I pass along this
road every time I go to White’s”. And another, in the top left hand corner
reads “Arthur - Marjorie’s brother lives just off the picture”.
Another page is captioned "A scene of colourful beauty as seen from a plane
passing over Middle Head and proceeding up Middle Harbour. George's
Heights are at the left, then the red roofs of Mosman, with Balmoral coming
into the picture at the extreme right. The main fairway leads up to the Bridge
and the metropolis." On this page Derek has used the outline of the distant
Harbour Bridge and the curve of Balmoral Beach to orient the toilet paper. He
then dots in what he calls "my ferry run" from Mosman, round Cremorne, to
Circular Quay and the City. This map-like view 'of colourful beauty as seen
from a plane' has been supplemented with Derek's diurnal spatial itinerary.
To me this is a wonderful example of somebody tactically re-using civic
photography to record their own sense of space within its hegemonic view of
an urban place. The book was presumably brought by Derek to send to Mum,
Dad and Shirley who may have been back in England, or perhaps in another
state. Slipped in between the pages of the book, his toilet paper scraps are a
personal, haptic, adumbration of the glaring, shadowless transparency of
Hurley's photographs.
1
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After its publication in 1948 Sydney: A Camera Study was reprinted three
times, completely revised in 1958, and eventually sold 50,000 copies.2
Countless similar books, primarily intended to be given by Australians to
friends and family overseas, have been published since, but none have the
authority of Hurley. As a veteran propagandist of the Antarctic, New Guinea,
and various theatres of the First and Second World Wars, Hurley’s operatic
stagings of heroic deeds and monumental edifices defined our official visual
culture for decades. Hurley’s photographs are horribly oppressive,
monumental things. Each of his images is arranged like an over-designed
stage set: foreground forms frame a receding plane which forces the eye back
through the photograph’s carefully composed nationalist tableau towards
infinity. Every building is on the square, every landscape is crowned with
piles of creamy cloud, and every citizen is frozen looking purposively
somewhere, either diligently down at their work if it is a factory shot, or
deeply into space if it is landscape. Every single element of every single one
of his photographs is relentlessly bound into an obsessive, almost paranoid
national enactment. Every beach, every life saver, every street, every building,
every factory, every mountain, every valley, every koala -- they all serve
Australian progress.
Hurley’s images of Sydney and similar images by other photographers had a
defining role to play within a more broadly nationalist iconography. Sydney
was the stage on which Australian progress had been primarily displayed.
Unlike, say, Melbourne’s discursive micro-mythologies of various gnostic
places within the metropolis -- 'the spirit of place' in this or that separate
street or locality -- Sydney’s special places were all oriented within the
nationalist stage directions of Our Harbour, Our Beaches and Our Mountains.
Sydney had no equivalent to the Eiffel Tower, which Barthes saw as both a
universal symbol of Paris as well as offering a panoramic perspective on it.
However it was still remarkably easy to conceptualise Sydney in the mind’s
eye from an aerial perspective, with a panoramic view of its places. Because
Sydney was not only a physical, topographic, sociogeographic site for living,
but also a giant, virtual amphitheatre for national imagining, it is easy to
imagine it from this ideal perspective with all of its diverse places
conceptually ordered within its twin destinies as Australia’s birthplace and
gateway.
In the imperial histories of most Australiana picture books Sydney is not the
scandalous Fatal Shore of recent popular historical revisions, but a sacred
birthplace, a kind of Eighteenth Century geopolitical manger. And in the
imagination of these books Sydney’s manifest destiny reaches back deep into
its rock strata. As L. Cotton, Professor of Geology and Physical Geography at
the University of Sydney, wrote in ‘As It Was in the Beginning’, the first
chapter of Sydney: A Camera Study: “According to a time scale now generally
accepted by geologists, it was nearly 200,000,000 years ago when nature laid
the foundations of our city.”3 Those rocks then sat and waited, ignoring the
Aborigines, for the First Fleet to arrive. As C. H. Bertie, past president and
Fellow, Royal Australian Historical Society wrote in his chapter, ‘A City and a
Nation are Built’: “We have no record of the ejaculations of the men as they
2
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entered the heads and discovered the extent and beauty of Port Jackson, but
Phillip adequately summed up their impressions when he wrote, some
months later in a report to Lord Sydney ‘We got into Port Jackson early in the
afternoon and had the satisfaction of finding the finest harbour in the
world’.”4
This kind of history telling has been described by Paul Carter in the Road to
Botany Bay as ‘diorama history’: a mythological history which invents a point
of view, a panoramic eye before whose gaze the historical facts unfold.
History becomes a sublime working model which renders time clockwork
and miniaturises space.5 Diorama history continues to affect our relationship
to our city. As John Thompson wrote of Sydney in his poem accompaniment
to Max Dupain’s 1966 book Soul of a City:
Much of your pride is new-fangled, yet histories hide in your bricks.
Archway, balcony, staircase, paths of the poor and the rich,
Fill with echoes and shadows, the brave rough ghosts of the earlies,
Wherever a Sydneysider may pause and lean and muse.
A double lifetime ago there were trees where the traffic rolls;
A lifetime ago it was only the fearless who sped so far;”6
Australian progress has always relied upon, but also feared, mass
mobilisations of people. For most of this century that unthinkable migration
coming down upon us on a broad front from the north was only conceptually
containable when countered by another controlled migration funnelled in
through Sydney Heads. As John Thompson put it:
O Beautiful, affirmative City!
O brooch on the breast of a continent in the caress of the sea!
hub of exchanges, ideas and antilogies, eldest and freshest
Of all the brash clan of young cities that shine in the clean dry South!7
In this imagining Sydney was, in Ross Gibson’s words, safely South of the
West, not vulnerably South of the East.8
To live in Sydney was to act as an Australian for others overseas. As Hurley
says in his foreword to Sydney: A Camera Study :
I hope that those who study this book will feel a glow of civic pride, and
appreciate more fully the splendid work done by our public services
and institutions that have contributed so much to the citizen’s well
being, safety, and convenience. I hope, too, that when the pages of
Sydney: A Camera Study are turned by friends overseas, the contents will

4

Hurley, Frank, p16.
Carter, Paul, The Road to Botany Bay. Faber and Faber, London. 1987, ppxix-xx
6 Ziegler, Oswald; Dupain, Max; Thompson, John; Soul of a City. Oswald Ziegler, Sydney.
1966, unpaginated.
7 Soul of a City
8 Gibson, Ross, South of the West: Post Colonialization and the Narrative Construction of Australia.
Indiana University Press. 1992
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rouse in them an urge to come and join us in Sydney, or in some other of
our cities or towns.9
But of course if Sydney is a national diorama, for us who live here it is also a
lived psychogeography. Derek, in 1948, lived in the vista of Middle Harbour
which he sent to his parents, he knew its contours, internal forces, and microhistories intimately, and at the same time he was proud of it as an abstract
sign of his adopted country’s progress. Derek’s traced overlays, intended to
illustrate his new spatial world for Mum, Dad and Shirley, are a personal,
epistolary supplementation to this colonial relationship.

9Hurley,

Frank, Sydney: A Camera Study, p7.
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The new vertical dimension to civic space
Because of the increasing technologisation of Australian civic space through
radio and cinema, and the building of multi-story buildings and aerial
photography, a new verticality was built into Sydney's public space during
the 1920s. As well there was a kind of 'Haussmannisation' of Sydney with the
establishment of the Martin Place precinct, the destruction of the Rocks by the
approaches to the Bridge, and the diaspora of population from the city to the
suburbs. What I have identified above as a predominantly aerial view of
Sydney as a kind of giant topographic amphitheatre was inaugurated during
this period. At this time, for instance, the occasional display of illuminated
transparencies in building windows for special events gave way to the
routine floodlighting of entire buildings.

Haussmannised Sydney: Harold Cazneaux, Martin Place, 1928.

Many photographers, particularly Max Dupain and David Moore, were
responding to this potential by shooting down from tall buildings. Harold
Cazneaux, doyen of old fashioned Pictorialist photographers, sensed early on
that this new vertical dimension had something to do with modernity. To
conclude his review of a 1930 Pictorialist Salon, which was held several floors
up in one of Sydney's new skyscrapers, Cazneaux wrote:
What a contrast there was [from the soft focused, quiet, pictorialist
landscapes] -- the drop to the ground floor in the modern lift and being
hustled by a modern crowd in a modern bustle of our modern city
streets, where electric trams, motor cars, concrete and steel, colour and
human beings seem all messed up and doing jazz! {...} Here are subjects
waiting to be treated. The jazz of moving shapes makes patterns on the
street whilst up above against the sunset sky is the jazz-like serrated
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edge of the up and down masses of concrete and steel. What we cannot
get in romantic old-world subjects in the modern youthful city (that is
stamping out what little it has of the old), must be turned to account in
exploiting its modern possibilities.1

Mass Ornament in Sydney: Modernist Idea, State Theatre Ballet, Sydney, 1929.

1

The Australasian Photo-Review, February 1930, p65.
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Max Dupain, Pitt Street, near Central Station, 1938.
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Boulevard and Labyrinth: David Moore, Martin Place, Sydney, 1949; Redfern Interior, 1949.

Grotto and Square: David Moore, Junk Shop, Redfern, 1948; Martin Place Youth Display 1, 1948
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Dupain frequently used aerial shots, such as in Pitt St near Central Station,
1938, from this period onwards. His apprentice, David Moore took up the
theme after the War. Moore took monumental images of the Martin Place
boulevard such as Martin Place, Sydney, 1949, at the same time as he was
taking shots such as Redfern Interior, 1949 in Sydney's labyrinthine slums. The
boulevard images were modelled on photographs such as Paul Strand's Wall
Street and Margaret Bourke White's baronial industrial photography; whilst
the labyrinth shots were inspired by the American Farm Security
Administration documentary photographs of Dorathea Lange et al. The
previous year he had entered the gloomy, grotto of a Junk Shop, Redfern as
well as climbing a building to take the Mass Ornament of Martin Place Youth
Display 1. Moore's two projects, embarked on with an eye to his imminent
move overseas, and conforming to globally marketable photographic styles,
nonetheless form a perpendicular/oblique spatial dialectic which is
specifically Sydney's (although, of course, shared by other cities in the
industrial West). In Moore's autobiographical musings forty years later he
still confidently thrusts his creative libido in both directions.
But commercial advertising work lacked the deeper satisfaction of
photographing reality. We were skilled at making things look better
than they were to satisfy clients. The honesty of using photographs to
communicate the human condition was certainly not in the studio.
Because of my respect for the photographs of people like Walker Evans
and Dorothea Lange, I needed to penetrate my own sociological
environment and confront reality to establish a balance to the
artificiality of the studio.
{...}
So the streets of the depressed areas of Sydney became my locale on
weekends: Paddington, Surry Hills, Woolloomooloo, Alexandria and
Redfern where life exhibited may raw edges. I photographed a little of it
and so gained an edge of understanding of people struggling to exist on
the lower rungs of the ladder. Occasionally I borrowed a Speed Graphic
from Dupain. This was the badge of office of press photographers of the
time. Always carried open and with flash gun attached it allowed entry
to places denied the general public.
In a cramped and sordid Redfern lane I was approached by a woman
who said, 'You're from the Press, come and photograph this and publish
it in your paper.' There was no time to correct her assumption before I
was in the bedroom of the stinking, dark, terrace house. The woman
said, 'Three families live in this house. It has been condemned for
demolition, but the council has offered us no alternative
accommodation. This woman [pointing to the bed] has just had another
baby. Take a picture and print it.'
The scene in that room contained all the elements of poverty that
epitomised the plight of slum dwellers in Sydney: cracked and stained
walls, floor boards with a token rectangle of carpet or linoleum, a
rudimentary baby's cradle with ragged canvas base, a double bed which
was perhaps the most important piece of furniture in the house, an older
woman at the foot of the bed drawn with concern, and a child on the
floor clutching a doll next to a pair of cheap gym shoes. I took two
exposure with flash on camera and left the house.
{...}
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In total contrast to the slum areas of Sydney, the seat of financial power
in the downtown sector exerted a compelling attraction. In the late 1940s
this was most apparent in the impressive canyon of Martin Place. The
pavement turned an abrupt 90 degrees angle as cliffs of polished
granite, decorative masonry, glass, and immense arched entrances
proclaimed importance. Above, floor upon floor rose to an impressive
height of 12 stories -- the building limit of the time.
{...}
In 1948 Martin Place was a cohesive boulevard which could hold its
head high as one of the great thoroughfares of the world. I felt it was
important to photograph this essential hub of Sydney, so I spent time
entering buildings, pushing the top floor lift button and scurrying up
the last flight of stairs to the roof, hoping to avoid being spotted by the
resident caretaker. In most cases the door was unlocked and the city was
mine as I peered over a parapet to the passing parade below.
My special time was near high summer when the western sun
illuminated the canyon like a studio spotlight as the early evening
exodus from the offices began. Punctuated by the AWA radio tower
piercing the western sky the chasm of the street was fertile and vital,
expressing the essence of a city to my youthful eyes.1
During the week the impressive canyon of the fertile and vital city is his,
illuminated by a spotlight as he peers down upon it; and on his weekends off
he penetrates the dark, stinking maternity of the slums.
(Moore's description of Redfern Interior seems to have gone beyond the
description of similar poverty, by similarly middle class men, from fifty years
earlier. Helen Grace's "A New Journal of the Plague Year" discusses the
official descriptions of poverty in Sydney during the Plague.2 Like those,
Moore's descriptions still centre on his physical reaction to the abjection he
experiences, but they are also now aware of the visual signifying practices
that, by 1949, had been circulating for 50 years. Poverty now has recognisable
visual 'elements' by which it 'epitomises' its plight. As Grace claims,
photography could now 'speak for itself' in describing poverty.)

1

Moore, David, David Moore: Australian Photographer, Chapter and Verse, Sydney, 1988. pp2425.
2 Grace, Helen, "A New Journal of the Plague Year", Cultural Studies, Vol. 1, No. 1, January
1987.
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The spatiality of Australian nationalist enactment
Taking my cue from the fascist spatiality discussed by Kracauer, Benjamin
and Jünger I would like to look at what Australian nationalist spatiality might
have been like during a similar period: from the opening of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge in 1932 to the Queen's first Royal Tour in 1954. During this
period Australian soil was directly attacked for the first time and Australia
had to defend itself close to home. This period also saw the beginning of
reorientation from an English to an American political and cultural
domination. This was a period of immense symbolic labour through parades,
cinema, exhibitions and publications. The technological changes of modernity
interacted with this nationalist symbolic labour to give new spatial and
subjective experiences.

The new monumentality of crowds: Death of Queen Victoria mourned around her statue, St James
and Hyde Park, Sydney, 1901.

In many ways I think this nationalist symbolic labour is being repeated now,
with perhaps the historical bookends being the Bicentenary/Expo of 1988 and
the year 2000 Sydney Olympics. Similar reconfigurations of Australia are
being enacted under the rubric of multiculturalism. There is a trade driven,
foreign policy engineered social and cultural reorientation from America to
Asia. There are technological changes incorporating telecommunications and
Information Technology and hence Australian cities are now becoming
'overexposed', to use Virilio's term, in the sense that they are now as much
electronic events as topographic sites.
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In many ways the parades, cinema, exhibitions and publications of mid
century Australian could be considered as the ur-forms of our current
national symbolic labour, so it is their spatiality that I would now like to
examine.
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Innovative invention of new civic places: Surf Life Saving Carnival using a beach as a parade
ground, Sydney, 1929.

Street as beach: Lifesaver float, March to Nationhood, Macquarie St, Sesqui-Centenary celebrations,
January 26, 1938.
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Parades
Mid-century Australia was a period of parades. Examples are the opening of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge, several 1938 Sesquicentenary parades, parades
associated with WWI1, particularly V Day, sports displays, and the numerous
parades associated with the Royal Tour.

Architectural and human geometry: Opening of Sydney Harbour Bridge, March 20, 1932

Large crowds amassed for the opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. A few
days before the opening school children had been allowed to cross the bridge
in their thousand. On the day of the opening there was a pageant procession
across the bridge; the famous intervention by de Groot; and in the evening the
crowd which had previously been disciplined, segregated, and
hierarchicalised on daises, in stands and behind barriers, were allowed to
flow onto the bridge itself to view fireworks and a searchlight display.
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"like the confectionary known as hundreds and thousands, piled into a trough": Opening of
Sydney Harbour Bridge, March 20, 1932

A few days before the opening Kodak placed a newspaper ad urged people to
"Take a Kodak" to "The most exciting Saturday in Sydney's history. But how
incomplete unless you take a Kodak and capture the pageantry in snapshots
that show everything as you actually saw it yourself."1 In the following day's
paper, crowd behaviour was further anticipated and disciplined by a
photograph of the approach to the bridge which was intended "to serve as a
useful guide to those invited to the historic function, and also to the general
public. It indicates in black lines the police barriers, also the areas reserved for
the public, the location of the dais and the stands for the accommodation of
those to whom invitations have been issued, points of entrance and other
details."2 However after the opening a satirical article in The Bulletin
described the crowd discipline thus:
[A] concrete plateau from which a distant view of one corner of the
Bridge can be obtained by craning the neck. Rough scaffoldings of
planks have been erected along this plateau for the spectators of the
drama, and railed off from the plateau by police-guarded barriers are
forty thousand owners of the Bridge. These are congregated in a small
valley and look like the confectionary known as hundreds and
thousands, piled into a trough.3

1

Sydney Morning Herald, March 16, 1932.
Sydney Morning Herald, March 17, 1932.
3 The Bulletin, March 23, 1932.
2
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"The Sydney Harbour Bridge illuminated last night by searchlights from the Fleet, Sydney
Morning Herald, March 16, 1932.

Sydney was becoming more scenographic. In The Home issue before the
Bridge opening an article appeared Let us Floodlight Sydney for the Bridge
Celebrations: "Floodlighting, a comparatively unknown science in Australia
{...} arrests attention, and buildings, otherwise but a section of a part of a
concrete city, take on a new individuality, claiming the attention and
appreciation which their beauty deserves."4 In the following issue Phillips
helpfully placed an ad offering their floodlighting services to building
owners. At night before the opening the Bridge itself was spotlit by
searchlights mounted on four Naval ships in the Harbour, inaugurating its
role as a visual synecdoche for Sydney. Following the opening there were
fireworks, and buildings, such as the Sydney Morning Herald building, were
illuminated by spotlight.
The mass deployment of crowds, the display of Sydney itself as spectacle, and
the conjunction of personal 'snapshot' views from within the crowd and aerial
newsreel views -- all of which characterised the opening of the Harbour
Bridge -- were amplified and elaborated six years later in the SesquiCentenary celebrations.

4

The Home, January 1st, 1932.
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Cinematic procession of tableaus: March to Nationhood, Sesqui-Centenary Celebrations,
January 26, 1938.

On January 26 1938, one million people, according to the Sydney Morning
Herald, or four fifths of Sydney's population, saw the two mile procession
called March to Nationhood. (Judging by the photographs this figure seems
wildly exaggerated.) Later that year half a million people saw the Pageant of
Commerce on April 9; 43,000 returned servicemen marched on Anzac Day,
and 12,000 school children formed a tableau that represented the Wheel of
Industry at the Sydney Cricket Ground.1
During this year mass display was at its most elaborate. The Sydney Morning
Herald described the March to Nationhood as a:
[Symbolic procession through the city streets, in which the memory of
the heroic few who blazed the trail become substance instead of shadow,
a visual history lesson {...} [It] told Australia's history in ingeniously
contrived and beautifully mounted floats. The rise of the great
industries, the political and social advances, the renowned leaders of the
nation, and the resources and beauty of the country were all
represented. As the story unfolded specially beautiful and clever floats
brought appreciative bursts of cheering from the dense crowds.2
As in the opening of the Harbour Bridge to behaviour of the crowd became
part of the spectacle. The crowd consumed their own behaviour as a selfreflexive model of themselves. The day following the procession the Sydney
Morning Herald was able to report:
1

Thomas, Martin, "Centennial Dreamings", The Age Monthly Review, Vol. 7, No. 8 December
1987/January 1988. p4, p6.
2 Sydney Morning Herald, January 27, 1938.
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Unpractised though they may be in attending public ceremonies,
Australians, as exemplified by the crowds which packed the city, proved
themselves models of good behaviour. They were appreciative, but not
loudly demonstrative. They were orderly and good humoured, and,
above all, they were keenly interested and thoughtful.3

Kodak Ad, Sydney Morning Herald, January 24, 1938.

These parades were both participated in directly by massive amounts of
people, but also filmed and re-viewed in newsreels. Again Kodak had placed
ads a few days before the parade offering the technic of personal
photography to personalise the rapid shocks of spectacular modernity: "At
the '150th' double your fun with a Kodak, so much to see ... so much to snap!
Every day something new ... striking spectacular events in rapid succession!
Of course you'll want a 1938 Kodak to make your own personal Souvenir
Snapshot of the Celebration wonders!"4 Kodak, always at the theoretical
cutting edge, appears well aware of the traumatic reorganisation of
experience under modernity. In Benjamin's terms this ad offers to 'double the
fun' of the spectacle of history by parrying the shocks of its 'striking
[historical] events in rapid succession' with the automatic erlebnis of the
Kodak snapshot technic, and then 'double exposing' it with the accumulative,
mnemonic erfahrung of 'your own personal Souvenir Snapshot' album.5

3

Sydney Morning Herald, January 27, 1938.
Sydney Morning Herald, January 24, 1938.
5Benjamin, Walter, "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire", p165; Hansen, Miriam, "Benjamin,
Cinema and Experience: The Blue Flower in the land of technology"; Macarthur, John,
"Experiencing absence", p114.
4
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The Home, March 1, 1938.
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The Home, March 1, 1938.

A series of photographs were published in The Home of March 1, 1938
documenting the Sesqui-Centenary parade. The first image, by Max Dupain
BIRTHDAY MORNING, Crowds assembling in the streets of Sydney during the
early morning to wait for the Procession on Anniversary Day, January 26th. Is an
aerial shot using the geometry of massed shadow and architecture to offset
the casual, gradual coagulation of previously motile citizens along the route
of the march. The facing page has two shot by Geoffrey Powell of the
Eighteenth Century 'Marines' on board the ship Supply waiting to go ashore
for the re-enactment of Governor Phillip's landing and dispersal of the
Aborigines (played by kidnapped aborigines from Menindee). But these shots
are also aerial, taken from part way up a mast. Two double page spreads
follow which feature a montage of aerial and ground view shots. One caption
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reads "One of the most popular sections of the March to Nationhood
procession through the streets of Sydney on Anniversary Day was the
representation of the Surf Clubs. Many of them marched the whole route in
bare feet. Here they are seen from the seventh floor of the Sydney Morning
Herald Building."6 The final photograph, again by Dupain, titled
CELEBRATION now looks up, towards the evening's night-time display of
search lights, with the serrated edge of the suburbs, the Harbour Bridge, and
a Norfolk Island Pine silhouetted in the foreground.
The celebrations provided an elaborate ensemble of experiences for the
celebrant: their own anamorphic snapshot photography; the subsequent
viewing of newsreels and the press coverage; a glimpsed view of the long
'March to Nationhood' proceeding float by float down Macquarie street like
filmic tableaus on a conveyer belt. Thus there was an inscription into a sense
of national collectivity via a experiential suturing of the memory of direct,
anamorphic participation into the subsequent panoptic experience provided
by the cinema and press.

6The

Home, March 1st, 1938
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Cinema
Newsreels, propaganda films and some feature films used sophisticated
montage techniques during this period. This nationalist cinema can also be
seen to have provided two separate 'points of view'. The first was the
panoramic sweep of history as in the cinema of Charles Chauvel, or the
panoramic geographical survey of the Department of Information Films. The
second occurred occasionally in some newsreels, particularly those featuring
the footage of Damien Parer, which provided 'anamorphic' scenes of
particular, psychological Australianness in action.

Four frames from the Royal Tour film, 1955.

In the film made to document the Queen's Royal Tour there is an interesting
sequence which prefigures the televisual space of later postmodern 'space
festivals'. At one point early on in the film the tone of the film suddenly
switches from its normal newsreel style to a series of staged, tableau like
scenes. In an introductory montage we see that as taxi pulls up on a night
time city street to let out a passenger, a dance is going on board ship, and a
stockman is over his fire. The commentator says in a hushed voice: "Then,
swiftly, suddenly, across the traffic's din, across the furtherest loneliness of
bush and outback, across the gatherings set in the distances, across the sea, a
hush falls, and a nation waits, the Queen will speak." We cut to the shipboard
dance. The music stops, a steward steps forward and tells them the dancing
has been interrupted so they can hear the Queen's speech from the State
Banquet at Parliament House. The dancers gather round and look up at a
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ceiling-mounted loud speaker. As the Queen begins her speech the camera
pans down from the loud speaker to their reverentially upturned faces. It
then cuts to a radio at an army camp, then to the faces of the soldiers
listening, then to a couple picnicking above a huge dam (inexplicably this
scene is in bright sunlight, although every other scene in what is meant to be
a real time montage, is at night) then to a radio at the stockman's campfire,
then to barmaids listening in a pub, then to grazier couple on a verandah,
then to a suburban living room and finally to a bourgeoise living room. This
geographic panoptic phantasmagoria is oriented around the figure of the
radio broadcast. But it prefigures exactly the televisual phantasmagoria of
Australia Live on January 1, 1988.1

Anonymous Box Brownie shots of the Duke and the Queen, 1954.

In common with participants at a Nuremberg rally, virtually every Australian
would have personally witnessed the Queen's fleeting passing from within
the crowds lining her route, or perhaps through one of the cardboard
periscopes which were sold, or at a distance through a sea of waving hands.
Many personal album were filled with box brownie shots, which in their
inability to clearly capture the Queen, nevertheless clearly reproduce the
experience of being in the dense thicket of crowds. In subsequently viewing
the film, or buying the souvenir books, or the souvenir editions of magazines,
they would have seen themselves from her dais, and from her sublime
radiophonic eminence. The displays of school children spelling out phrases
like 'Our Queen' most acutely represent Australia own mass ornament, where
loyalty is experienced physically but inchoately from down on the ground,
and then abstractly but clearly legible from up above.

1 Morris, Meaghan, ‘Panorama: The Live, The Dead and The Living’, Island In the Stream Ed.
Paul Foss. Pluto Press, Sydney. 1988
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Geometric and anamorphic Royal experiences in the Sydney and the Bush: Royal Tour, 1954.
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"Schoolboys spelled out a message for the Queen in a brilliant display by 100,000 children.
Later she and the Duke drove among them", Royal Visit 1954, Australian News and
Information Bureau, Canberra, 1955.

City streets turned into cinematic exhibitionary spaces: Royal triumphal arch featuring
photographic blowups of wool auction and wool bales.
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Similar phantasmogoric panoramas to that in the Royal Tour film occurred in
Chauvel's nationalist cinema in the 1930s. In Heritage, 1934, one of what Stuart
Cunningham calls his 'visionary essay films', the melodramatic historical set
pieces of the film are linked by the camera drifting up to the clouds, and then
back down again to a different time and place. Towards the end of the film
there is an extraordinary 5 minute 50 second montage sequence where stock
footage of seething factories, smoking chimneys, bustling crowds, rolling
flocks of sheep, cities and landscapes are dissolved into one another over a
background of essentially pastoral imagery. The montage covers 70 years of
Australian development including grazing, farming, industry, the founding
of Canberra and the depression.1 It is the cinematic equivalent of the 1938
March to Nationhood discussed above.
In contrast to the panoramas of most newsreels or Chauvel's cinema, in his
personal introductions to the Cinesound newsreels Kokoda Front Line, 1942
and Assault on Salamaua, 1943, devised in collaboration with Ken G. Hall,
Damien Parer provided a moving anamorphic nationalism.

Damien Parer introducing Kokoda Front Line, Cinesound, 1944.

After some titles telling us that Parer has already been responsible for some of
the 'classic footage' of the War and that he is a reliable witness, Kokoda Front
Line opens on Parer, in his uniform, in an empty domestic room, leaning
casually against a table. The camera slowly moves in on his face as he speaks
directly to the camera.
Eight days ago I was with our advanced troops in the jungle facing the
Japs at Kokoda. Its an uncanny sort of warfare, you never see a Jap, even
1 Cunningham, Stuart, Featuring Australia: the Cinema of Charles Chauvel, Allen and Unwin, pp
103-106.
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though he is only twenty yards away. They are complete masters of
camouflage and deception, I should say that about forty percent of our
boys wounded in those engagements haven't seen a Japanese soldier, a
live one anyway. Don't underestimate the Jap, he's a highly trained
soldier, well disciplined and brave, and although he's had some success
up until the present, he's now got against him some of the finest and
toughest troops in the world, troops with a spirit amongst them that
makes you intensely proud to be an Australian. I saw Militia men
fighting over there, fighting under extremely difficult conditions,
alongside the AIF, and they acquitted themselves magnificently.
When I returned to Moresby I was full of beans, it was the spirit of the
troops and the knowledge that general Rowell was on the job, and now
that we had a really fine command. But when I came back to the
mainland, what a difference, I heard girls talking about dances, and men
complaining about the tobacco they didn't get; at the front, they were
smoking tea some of the time. There seems to be an air of unreality, as
though the war were a million miles away,. Its not, its just outside our
door now. I've seen the war, and I know what your husbands, your
sweethearts and brothers are going through. If only everybody in
Australia could realise that this country is in peril, that the Japanese are
a well equipped and dangerous enemy, they might forget about the
trivial things and go ahead with the job of licking them.
Parer's soft, caring voice contrasts with the strident, hortatory tone of the
announcer. The audience into whose eyes he looks are also, unusually,
gendered female: we are wives, sisters and mothers. Much of what he says is
virtually code, and is a subtle, though direct intervention into the politics of
the War. The newsreel gives support to General Rowell who was disliked by
Blamey and at the time was under threat of being replaced by Blamey's
friend, the incompetent General Morris; it supports the effectiveness of the
Militia which as conscripts were popularly seen as being inferior to the
volunteer AIF; it deliberately gives an emphasis to the difficulty of the
fighting and the importance of the Australian's, against Macarthur's
continued public underestimation of the difficulty of the terrain and the
military effectiveness of the Australians; and it even provides evidence to
support a change in the colour of the uniforms from khaki to green which
Blamey was resisting at the time.2
These coded interventions would have perhaps been received only by some
of the audience, even at the time. But the main message, that our reality is in
fact unreality, and that Parer is a personal messenger from what we thought
was unreality -- the front line -- but which is in fact reality itself, comes
through loud and clear. Like Orpheus he has been both there and here, but he
asks us: do we realise how close 'there' is to 'here'? Our constant exposure to
newspapers and newsreels may have given us the impression that the War is
far away, but its not, it's 'just outside our door'. Unabashed emotion and
direct physical contact is both the conduit and evidence of this transaction -- it
becomes the subject of the newsreel itself. We see with our own eyes that our
delusion and triviality has personally dispirited Parer, when he arrived back
2

McDonald, Neil, War Cameraman: The story of Damien Parer, Lothian, Melbourne, 1994.
pp143-170.
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he was 'full of beans' with 'the spirit of the troops' but now he has
experienced our complacency, he is worried and upset. His voice drops, and
his face tightens. (Is Parer anticipating the emotional demagogy of Hawke
and Keating?)
The newsreel that follows Parer's introduction is in fact a disjointed series of
scenes: some re-enactments staged month's previously in another campaign, a
self-reflexive shot of Parer himself with his camera (again shot elsewhere,
months previously), and telephoto shots of planes dropping supplies. Most
important to the film, however, are the intimate close-ups of the soldiers in
retreat down the Trail, they either pass in slow procession past the camera, or
compose themselves into tableaus as they have their bandages tenderly
applied by their mates, or their cigarettes lit. There are strong religious,
spiritual and erotic overtones to these shots. The film also includes many
shots which are in effect still portraits of the psychological facial emotion of
both native and Australian.
The voice over commentary during these scenes sounds too overbearing to us
now, but it re-emphasises the theme established by Parer:
{...} [Here are the] first vivid, starkly dramatic glimpses of the eerie
jungle conflict. [Showing] almost incredible hardship. {...} In Australia
we hear about austerity meals, fighting men in the New Guinea jungle
eat them. Where the patrols go the bearded Parer goes too, so that this
strange uncanny warfare can be vividly brought to the outside world.
{...} This is war, the real thing. The utter weariness of sorely tried men is
evident in their faces. {...} These are grim pictures, brutally, terribly real,
they smash a complacency as nothing written or spoken ever possibly
could. This is happening less than 300 miles from Australia's coastline.
Half the distance from Sydney to Melbourne men are sweating,
suffering, dying in that jungle so that it cannot happen here. Are they
getting all the support the deserve, from the mines, from the factories,
from the ordinary civilian? {...}
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Final frames of Kokoda Front Line, intimate spatial experience.

But in the final moments Parer's soft, handsome face of concern returns,
angelically superimposed over shots of the feet of the soldiers pushing down
through mud. He repeats, but now in ghostly tones:
I've seen the war, and I know what your husbands, your sweethearts
and brothers are going through. If only everybody in Australia could
realise that this country is in peril, that the Japanese are a well equipped
and dangerous enemy, they might forget about the trivial things and go
ahead with the job of licking them.
Kokoda Front Line was tremendously popular, queues stretching out of the
State Theatre's Newsreel Theatrette and around into George Street. Parer
himself became a star, giving radio and press interviews.3 Hall used a similar
structure for a subsequent newsreel Assault on Salamaua In this newsreel,
actual sequential footage of the details of a commando raid was used as the
centrepiece. The film again ends with the imagery of feet pushing through
mud, and the famous image of a temporarily blinded soldier being helped
across a creek.

3

McDonald, Neil, p167.
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The ultimate oblique Australian spatial experience, blinded in New Guinea: Final frames
from Assault of Salamaua.
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Exhibitions
Several photographic exhibitions which were organised by the Department of
Information and the Allied Works Council toured Australia during the War.
As well photographic displays were used to promote health and hygiene in
the 1950s. The display techniques were sophisticated, Australian exhibition
designers had access, via English design journals, with sophisticated
European propaganda techniques that in their turn can be traced back to the
Soviet exhibitions of El Lissitzky. Some of the designers may even have been
trained in Europe.1
In early August 1944, an exhibition of 2000 photographs called Australia at
War was mounted by the DOI at the lower Sydney Town Hall. During
October and November 1944 the AWC organised an exhibition of 500
photographs as well as paintings and architectural drawings at the AGNSW
called Allied Works Council exhibition of Paintings and Photographs of Civil
Construction in Australia: Australia 1939-1944. The exhibition had been
originally exhibited in Parliament House Canberra. In March 1945, 200
photographs called Women at War were shown at a showroom in York Street.
And in July a show about the navy, Command of the Seas, was shown at
Sydney Town Hall.2

George Silk, Wounded Australian assisted by New Guinea native, outside Buna, 1942.

1Modern

Publicity in War 1941, a Studio Publication, London, was available in Australia. See
also Caban, Geoffrey, A Fine Line: a history of Australian commercial art, Hale and Iremonger,
Sydney, 1983.
2 Sydney Morning Herald, July 31, 1945.
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Edward Cranston, Civil Construction Corps Worker, AWC, 1942.

Two things come out of the press reports of these exhibitions: firstly, the large
numbers of people who attended, and secondly the exhibitions' perceived
inadequacy when compare to the effects of cinema.
The Sydney Morning Herald August 1, 1944 reported on Australia at War:
“Many of the most spectacular photographs are of large size, but hundreds
are small prints. This, it is understood, is due to the shortage of mounts and
photographic paper.”3 Two days later they reported: “Although the
Department of Information exhibition of war pictures in the lower Town Hall
has been open for only three days, the aggregate attendance already exceeds
10,000. Admittance is free, but the Australian Comforts fund is benefiting
from voluntary contributions. Hours are noon to 10.00 pm daily. There will be
a special session next Sunday afternoon. Facilities are being provided for
business girls and other city workers to make lunch hour inspections of the
exhibition.”4 That Sunday 6000 people attended in two hours.5 By way of
comparison it is interesting to note that during the entire month of August
total attendance at the AGNSW was only 18,650.6
In the Allied Works Council exhibition of Paintings and Photographs of Civil
Construction in Australia: Australia 1939-1944 the modernistic style of the
paintings by William Dobell, and the extremely propagandistic visual
rhetoric of the photographs of Edward Cranstone, which were strongly
influenced by Soviet photography and some of which were blown up to large
size7, were not appreciated by the MPs who thought the exhibition was a
3

Sydney Morning Herald, August 1, 1944,p5
Sydney Morning Herald, August 3, 1944,p5
5 Cazneaux, Harold, Photograms of the Year, 1945, p6.
6From AGNSW Trustee Minutes, AGNSW.
7 Jolly, Martyn, "Edward Cranstone", Photofile, Autumn, 1984, p1.
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“grave reflection on the manhood of Australia generally, and particularly the
fine types who have discharged essential duties during a critical period in
Australia’s history”. The Speaker is quoted as saying he didn’t like Dobell’s
‘Billy Boy’ and “A photograph allegedly taken in a quarry made me feel that I
was in Dartmoor.”8 The exhibition was better received in Sydney. The Bulletin
reported: “The photographic section is excellent -- in this craft Australian
practitioners have nothing to fear.”9 But the Australia National Journal
unfavourably compared the propagandistic potential of photographs to
film.10

Trans-gendered pictorial subjectivity and anamorphic spatiality, recruitment poster,
unknown designer, c1943.

The kinds of photographs that may have been displayed in these panoramic
surveys of the war effort were also incorporated into recruitment posters
where a split gender of address and an anamorphic spatiality is used in a way
similar to the Damien Parer introduced newsreels. The anonymous poster
Make her proud to say "we're engaged" Join the AIF is addressed to men, but
adopts a woman's point of view, and a feminine spatiality -- at an office desk.
The photographs she, and by implication the viewer, is holding are
simultaneously generic DOI images and personal snapshots.

8

Sunday Telegraph, September 24, 1944, no page.
Bulletin, November 11, 1944,
10 Australia National Journal, December 1944, pp4-5.
9
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Health Week Display, Sydney Town Hall, October, 1949.
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Health Week Display, Sydney Town Hall, October, 1950.

These exhibitions may have been inhibited by war time shortages, but in the
documentation of exhibitions held in the Lower Town Hall in the 1950s we
can see the full development of the modernist exhibition style. The Health
Week Display of 1949 featured individual, scenographic booths that broke the
crowd down into small groups who are then enclosed in a privatised space
and individuated moment of address. (Attendance at this exhibition was
phenomenal, 70,000 people in three days, but it was skewed by the large
number of men who came to see the sex education films, specially imported
from America, which were screened in the theatrette. At one point police had
to be called to control the crowd which stretched fifty yards down the street
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from the doors. However the anti-TB Association successfully X-rayed 800
people.1
In contrast the Health Week Display of 1950 opens out a massive wide screen
expanses of imagery that addresses the crowd as a mass, with large
photographic murals broadcasting their visual message above the heads of
the crowd. The exhibition also featured life sized tableaus using models, as
well as a theatrette, and live stage presentations.2

VD window display, Queen Victoria Building, Department of Health, November 1946.

It is difficult to reclaim the spatial experience of these displays, except
through our own experience of similar, distracting, headache inducing
displays today. However a shop window display about VD placed in a
window of the Queen Victoria Building by the Department of Health gives, in
concentrated form, a sense of the exhibitionary ensembles which were being
produced in Australia at the time. This display deploys textual, figural,
sculptural and photographic elements in a life size 3D montage which, in its
lighting and arrangement, seems to want to emulate a 'groundless' cinematic
experience. Such window displays do not even seem all that far, conceptually
and experientially, from the logic of today's screen based computer
interactives.

1
2

Sydney Morning Herald, October 27, 1949.
Sydney Morning Herald, October 26, 1950, p2.
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Publications
During this period publishers like Oswald Ziegler producing lush
commemorative volumes for important civic occasions using the designer
Gert Sellheim, who had worked in European studios for many years before
emigrating to Australia, and who used a sophisticated, modernist collage
style.3 In addition, each State's tourist bureau, as well as classy publishers
such as Sidney Ure Smith, produced sophisticated travel brochures, and
photographers such as Frank Hurley began to produce picture books after
1948. The pictorial genre of Austrialana was thus inaugurated. (It is these
books from which the exhibition Wonderful Pictures is derived.) These books
and brochures were a sub-genre of the hybrid genre called by Magriet Bonnin
'descriptive writing'. In descriptive writing:
Serious argument, sometimes bolstered by prefaces by scholars or
politicians, was juxtaposed with phantasmagorias of exoticism and
mock-pioneering adventurism. It was criticised by literateurs for its
frequent lapses in taste and balance, and for its low-brow populism, and
by serious cultural analysts for its sensational journalese and grand
utopias of national development. Neither high literature nor serious
cultural analysis, it nevertheless threatened to appropriate the place of
both. Descriptive writing was concerned with one central issue: national
development. Its catch phrase was 'Australia unlimited. repeatedly
conjuring a 'vision of a rosy future based on closely settled modern rural
based economy and the collective fruits of earnest individualism'
[Bonnin], it argued for the urgent modernisation of the 'vast open
spaces'. Interspersed with wildly melodramatic fictions, we find concern
to advance knowledge about aborigines, to promote grand schemes of
water conservation and ecological outback farming, and to emphasise
the implications for defence of failing to develop the sparsely populated
north."4

3 Caban, Geoffrey, A Fine Line: a history of Australian commercial art, Hale and Iremonger,
Sydney, 1983, p98.
4 Stuart Cunningham, Featuring Australia: the Cinema of Charles Chauvel, p90.
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Max Dupain, Douglas Annand, Oswald Ziegler, Soul of a City, 1950.

These publications attempted to create a kind of cinematic spatiality in their
pages. Oswald Ziegler's first Soul of City book, published in 1940, with
photographs by Dupain and design by Douglas Annand, is a good case in
point. One double paged spread, with the caption "The suburbs disgorge their
thousands of cogs who drop into their places to set into motion the vast
machinery of the second greatest City of the British Empire ... and the
cheerful spirit of the Australian worker carries on..."5, has a sort of swooping
cinematic pan across the pages with a collection of long and mid shorts,
superimposed is a cut out close up of a 'cheerful Australian worker'. This
design tends to erase the natural division of the book's gutter and to
maximise the visual scale of the open book as it is held in the hands of the
reader, it works to give the reader a kind of enveloping visuality.

5

Ziegler, Oswald, Soul of City, Oswald Ziegler, Sydney, 1940,
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Oswald Ziegler, Gert Sellheim, This is Australia, 1946.

In the Gert Sellheim designed books Ziegler's collagistic, cinematic,
modernistic use of photographs reached its most elaborate form. In an
equivalent practice to a newsreel magazines, Ziegler collected photographs
from a variety of sources, including the DOI, government departments,
newspapers and photographers. This is Australia, published in 1946, lists 35
different picture sources. These were then collaged into elaborate
scenographic combinations by Sellheim and given a running voice-over
commentary by Ziegler. Page 20 to 21 is a good example. The commentary
reads:
In the remote areas primitive man still endures in Australia, wearing no
clothes, erecting no permanent dwelling, and never sowing a seed. He
has neither storehouse nor barn, the continent being his pantry. He
simply roams within a limited territory in Australia's 'Never Never'
lands, living on animals and birds and fish and grubs and plants; he
even eats a certain type of ant! The aborigine is a wonderful hunter and
tracker. He sustains himself in areas where the white man could not
exist. He makes fire by friction, and when the tribe is on the move a 'firestick' is carried.6
This text appears in a block in the first of two windows that are constructed
by a tableau like collage of eight separate photographs. Our immediate point
of entry is not the aborigines who look across the page as they poise to throw
their weapons at the collaged animals, but the frank gaze of a kangaroo who
looks directly at us. The eye is then lead back and forth around a foreground
trajectory of aborigines and animals, which is in keeping with both a hunting
scenario and the equation of aborigines with Australia's wildlife. Deep space
is punched into the two pages by looming foreground lizards and eagles
juxtaposed with distant mountains. These collages are the pictorial
6

Ziegler, Oswald, This is Australia Oswald Ziegler, Sydney, 1946
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equivalents to the delirious cinematic montages of national progress found in
films such as Chauvel's Heritage, discussed above
It is no wonder that Dupain didn't approve of Ziegler's brand of exhibitionary
modernism, its "hotch potch of pictures laid out in magazine fashion with
bled edges everywhere... plus extravagantly written captions"7 grated against
his own monumental, purist, ideal approach to modernist photography.
Cinema appears to be the form which all these different modes of nationalist
ritual aspire. El Lissitzky's 1926 proclamation about the revolutionary power
of 'simultaneous collective reception' does not seem out of place here:
With our work the revolution has achieved the colossal labour of
propaganda and enlightenment. We ripped up the traditional book into
single pages, magnified a hundred times...and stuck them up as posters
in the streets....The innovation of easel painting made great works of art
possible, but it has now lost its power. The cinema and the illustrated
weekly have succeeded it....the book is the most monumental art form
today: no longer is it fondled by the delicate hands of the bibliophile,
but seized by a hundred thousand hands...We shall be satisfied if we can
conceptualise the epic and the lyric development of our times in our
form of the book...Here you can see in a typographic kino-show the
passage of the contents of the Soviet Pavilion.8
The new verticality of public space, and the symbolic rituals of the parade,
the exhibition, the cinema and the descriptive photo publication, not only
embodied the mid-century Australian citizen in a new 'cinematic' spatiality,
but also allowed them to construct their imagined collectivity via a spatial
suturing of perpendicular and oblique points of view.

7

Max Dupain, letter to Roger Butler, National Gallery of Australia, 12/3/90.
Quoted in Buchloh, Benjamin, "From Faktura to Photography", October the First Decade MIT
Press,1987, pp94-95.
8
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The anamorphic archive in Sydney today
The peculiar power of the photograph -- its power to evoke immediate reality
and to provoke memory -- is usually seen in particularly privatised terms. In
the classic theorisation of photography's power -- by Benjamin, Bazin,
Barthes, Berger, and Sontag -- the audience for the photograph is precisely
one, the writer themself.
A good example of this is the second section of Roland Barthes' famous book
Camera Lucida, which could be considered as the culmination of this stream of
writing. He wrote this section when he was stricken with grief for his mother
who had just died. He was trying to assuage his grief by going through some
old photographs of his mother so as to write an account of her life. Then,
suddenly, without expecting it, he found one photograph that contained "the
truth of the face I had loved". Later, Barthes decides that within this
photograph also floats "something like an essence" of photography itself. But
Barthes cannot reproduce this essential photograph because its magic is
entirely private, it works only for an audience of precisely one. He says "It
exists only for me. For you it would be nothing but an indifferent picture..."1

Australia Post, Commemorative stamps, 1991.

But there are what we could call 'public' photographs which address a civic or
national 'imagined community', but nonetheless still seem to contain the truth
of love. For instance in 1991 Australia Post celebrated 150 years of Australian
photography with a series of four stamps. “Of the millions of photographs in
the collections of public libraries and art galleries", they said in the
commemorative folder that held the stamps, "Australia Post has chosen four
classic twentieth century photographs to commemorate the anniversary.”
The images are: Harold Cazneaux’s Wheel of Youth, 1929, Max Dupain’s Bondi,
1939, Olive Cotton’s Teacup Ballet, 1935, and Wolfgang Sievers’ Gears for
Mining Industry, Vickers Ruwolt Melbourne, 1967. These photographs aren’t just
classics because of their aesthetic excellence, they are also instantly
recognisable images of Australianness, even when reproduced at three by
1

Barthes, Roland, Camera Lucida, Jonathan Cape, London, 1982, p63.
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two centimetres. As Australia Post points out: “Australian photography has
been many things to many people. It can be a reminder of loved ones, a
record of the past and the present, an all engrossing hobby and an art form.”2
They have prioritised the commemorative function of the Australian
photograph and, in order to commemorate Australian photography, they
have chosen four photographs which in themselves ‘classically’
commemorate Australia itself. Reading from lowest to highest face value the
stamps could be seen to celebrate: Australian bodies, Australian industry,
Australian youth and Australian domesticity; all couched within an
overarching nostalgia for Australian modernity.
Obviously a classic photograph has a lot in common with a classic painting.
They are both instantly recognisable and frequently reproduced. They are
both expensive, and to a certain extent famous for their fame. They are both
associated with art, or skill, or genius, but this doesn't exist for its own sake;
in the 'classic', the genius and skill of the artist is used to somehow condense
or summarise some aspect of nation, race, or history. The classic addresses a
particular public, and embodies some recognisable aspect of that public
which it wishes to see in itself. The classic becomes an ideal icon of an ideal
public.
But there are also important differences between a classic painting and a
classic photograph. As they grow more famous both the classic painting and
the classic photograph grow in power as public testaments, but in the classic
painting this testamentary power resides more and more in the very painting
itself: the fibres of the canvas, the facture of the paint, and the patina of the
grime grow in density as History impacts into them and compacts them
down. Their Aura as artefacts grows. But in a classic photograph, the power
of the photograph as object increases only slightly (photographs are still
nowhere nearing getting the same price at auction as paintings or even prints)
but the power and focus of their referentiality becomes more acute as they
become more famous. A classic photograph is able to suddenly swoop us
down into a direct, personal experience of history, whereas a classic painting
never can. As they move further and further away from the moment when
they were taken the focus of their 'reference' to a point in both memory and
history must become narrower and narrower, sharper and sharper, and
stronger and stronger. At the same time the 'angle of incidence' between their
oblique referentiality, as an anamorphic document, to a particular, grounded,
local moment, and their perpendicular reference, as a panoptic icon, to an
entire national collectivity, grows larger and larger -- to the point of inevitable
structural collapse.

2 Australia Post, 150th Anniversary of Photography in Australia, Commemorative Stamp Folder,
1991.
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The Weekend Australian, June 17, 1989.

On the front page of The Weekend Australian of June 17 1989 two
photographs appear under the heading 'Snapshot of a Suburb’s Soul
Revisited'. The larger photograph is of a woman standing in front of a terrace
house with a tower block of flats behind, the smaller is David Moore’s classic
Redfern Interior. The caption reads “Mrs Dawes Yesterday {...} and, below, in
bed with her child in the classic 1949 David Moore photograph". The article,
by Carmel Egan, begins with a description of the photograph.
It is 1949 and a young mother {although the article later reveals that she
was in fact 34 at the time} lies in bed cradling her newborn, her
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husband’s belt hangs in reach “in case the kids muck up” and a handmade hessian basinet stands alongside.
An old and worried woman {she was 64} stares intently into the future
as she leans on the base of a rickety wooden bed while a mop-haired
toddler sits at her feet clutching a doll.
The old woman was one of Redfern’s most familiar faces, Mrs Annie
Plumber, and the blonde poppet with a dirty face was her grand
daughter, Carol Stanley
The young mother captured forever on film is Mrs Eileen Dawes and
her story is a living sculpture of Australian suburban life.
She was born in Redfern -- once Sydney’s quintessential Australian
Suburb, now famous for its Aboriginal ghetto -- in 1915, just weeks
before Gallipoli forged the ideal of Australian nationhood.
She was a mother when crime queens Tilley Devine and Kate Leigh
fought for influence in Sydney’s underworld.
In the austere post war environment of derelict inner city tenements and
rutted narrow lanes, Eileen Dawes gave birth to a baby -- one of 16
pregnancies -- and a stranger entered her life.
The stranger was an anonymous photographer brought to the crowded
terrace to capture a classic scene of Australian life.
Forty years later Mrs Dawes was to learn that the visitor was a man
named David Moore, now one of Australia’s best known
photographers, and that her picture had become famous.
But Moore had never known the names of the family he immortalised
and can remember little of the fleeting, intrusive visit to the intimate
world of Eileen Dawes.
Regularly republished in books and magazines the photograph Redfern
Interior 1949, has hung on the walls of the world’s great art galleries and
the scene has come to epitomise an Australia that is forever lost.
Months of searching for the photograph's unknown subjects took The
Weekend Australian back to within metres of where it had originally been
shot so many years ago.
Hours spent scouring yellowing minutes and eviction notices from the
now defunct Redfern Council, days of door knocking and false leads
were eventually rewarded when Annie Plumber’s daughter, Celie,
identified her mother.
Mrs Plumber had died on July 8, 1971 one day before her 86th birthday,
but Celie also recognised ‘one of the Butler girls’ -- Mrs Dawes.
This week we went back to Redfern and back to Eileen Dawes, now 74.
And the story of her life since the day this picture was taken is a tale of a
battler who made it.
Mrs Dawes -- nanna to 31 grandchildren and great nan to 16 -- said: "I
remember the photo being taken. I had just had the baby and my
neighbour came in and said there was a man who wanted to take my
photo.
“I had nothing to lose, but when my Billy came home he went bloody
crook for having a man in the bedroom.
“Poor old Mrs Plumber was there too, she had a hard life you know. But
then, they were hard times.
“She was a great friend of my mother and her husband, Bert, used to sell
rabbits during the depression”
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After four decades and fourteen children (most born at home and
twelve of whom are still living) it is hard for Mrs Dawes to remember
which baby she was cradling -- it could have been Irene, or Ritchie, or
maybe Dianne.
David Moore too, is unsure precisely when the photograph was taken,
although it was first published in 1949.
At a gathering last Saturday of the surviving personalities and relatives
who were at hand, stories conflicted about which rented room the
picture showed.
Mrs Dawes thought it was in one of three houses in Beaumont St., a tiny
back street then cluttered with workmen’s cottages which have since
given way to concrete giants.
It is many years since Eileen Butler walked up the cobbled back lane to
marry William Dawes at St Pauls Church of England on January 18,
1933, and memories are blurred.
All the Dawes children have left, as has Carol Stanley, the child at the
foot of the bed.
Now Mrs Townsend, Carol, 43, is married to a railway worker, has
children of her own, and lives in Dapto on the NSW south coast.3
This is an article rich with intertextuality. A massive historical span is
measured in the trajectory from Gallipoli to a contemporary 'aboriginal
ghetto', and the classic status of the photograph's nationalist iconography is
re-inforced by Mrs Dawes being a 'living sculpture'. The incipient reference to
the Nativity present in the original photograph is picked up by the journalist
who enlists the photographer himself to play the part of the Three Wise Men
as a 'stranger' who was 'brought to her terrace' and 'entered her life'. Her
nationalistic maternity is played of against the alternative, larrikin femininity
of underworld crime queens. Labyrinthine slums are evoked by Dickensian
cobbled back lanes, rutted narrow lanes, and tenements.
But what is of interest to me, more than these familiar references, is the
elaborate lengths the article goes to establish the simultaneous distance and
proximity of the time of the photograph, and the simultaneous obscure
privacy and public iconicity of the participants. Mrs Dawes is only found
after an elaborate search by The Weekend Australian. She would have been lost
to us entirely except for the chance recognition of a random door knock. She
remained ignorant of her fame, and went on to personally spin a web of
contingent anecdote around herself, tediously elaborated in the article with
names, ages, and dates, whilst at the same time her image was congealing
into an icon on the walls of the world's greatest galleries. Yet the two
processes seem related, and to affirm and reinforce each other.
At this point in arguments such as mine, the Peircian semiotic schema of
'icon, index and symbol' is normally invoked, however in order to provide a
refreshing change for the reader I will instead use the concept of Sympathetic
Magic as outlined by Sir James George Frazer in his book The Golden Bough,
1911.

3

The Weekend Australian, June 17, 1989, p1.
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Sympathetic Magic is the ability to reverse the direction of the world, for the
copy to affect the original. There are two laws of this magic. The first, the law
of similarity, is "that like produces like, or that an effect resembles its cause".
The second, the law of contagion, is "that things which have once been in
contact with each other continue to act on each other at a distance after the
physical contact has been severed."4 The voodoo doll is the classic example of
the intimate intertwining of these two kinds of magic -- which Frazer calls
homoeopathic and contagious, but which we could call mimetic and
contiguous. The voodoo doll is formed into the shape of the one who is going
to be affected, and some parts of their body -- hair or fingernails -- are also
incorporated. The photograph also conforms to this schema, and it seems as
though in this instance it is being used as a kind of voodoo doll. By
manipulating a voodoo doll, the doll's original subject can be affected at a
distance -- perhaps to fall in love with the magician, here the photographic
copy allows us to magically return to the past, find it in its original, corporeal
state, and make it declare its love for the future.

4

Quoted in Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses, Routledge,
New York, 1993. p47 See also David Freedberg, The Power of Images: Studies in the History and
Theory of Response, University of Chicago, Chicago, 1989. p272.
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Sydney Morning Herald, August 1, 1992.

A similar article appeared a few days after the death of Max Dupain. On
August 1 1992 the Sydney Morning Herald carried a front page article by
Geraldine O'Brien heritage writer headed "Exposed: Max’s bronzed Aussie
Sunbaker was a lilywhite Pom"
It was taken on some empty south coast beach, where a group of friends
was camping one summer weekend.
One, glistening from the surf, flung himself on the sand, pillowed his
head on a forearm and slept in the sun.
Another of the group, the 26-year-old Max Dupain, photographed him
as he lay, and the ensuing image Sunbaker 1937 became an Australian
icon.
Endlessly reproduced in prints, on posters and book covers, it still
retains its sheer physical impact, the near tangible glisten of water and
grit of sand.
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It was an early example of the photographer's gift for what friend and
colleague David Moore once described as his "rigorous discipline of
selection [which] honed the statements to a precise edge"
Its universality and power as icon bestowed anonymity on the Sunbaker
-- until this week, that is, when the death of Max Dupain 55 summers
later brought what is possibly his most widely-known image to the fore
On 2GB’s breakfast program on Thursday the question was asked: Who
was the Sunbaker? A neighbour of John Salvage phoned him at work.
“They’re asking about your father,” she said. Yesterday, after an
interview at the station, John Salvage repeated the unlikely truth. The
classic Australian image was indeed of his father -- an English migrant,
Harold Cyril Salvage by name. So English was he, his son recalls, that
“until the day he died [in 1990], he remained an Englishman. He had a
beautiful English accent which used to amaze my friends; but all the
ladies used to love him. He had a great love of the arts and of classical
music -- he was very cultured.
He was also a keen swimmer and a champion rower (a passion for the
sport which he shared with Max Dupain). Harold had arrived in
Australia during the 1920s and by the 1830s was running the Craftsman
Bookshop in the old T&G building on the corner of Park and Elizabeth
Streets.
It became a meeting ground for the avant-garde, anyone interested in
the arts, architecture, music. They sat up late and talked, took weekend
breaks together and discussed music, art, photography...
It was on one of those idyllic prewar weekends that the photographs -one of which is published here for what John Salvage believes is the first
time -- were taken.
There is one of a youthful looking Dupain in loose shirt and hat,
chewing on a straw. Another is a group photograph, a sort of
antipodean Déjeuner sur l'herbe with sandshoes.
A third again is of Harold Salvage, a hefty axe slung across his shoulder.
According to his son, it was another classic example of Dupain's
uncanny gift for seizing the moment,
The war put paid to the close knit activities of the group. After war's
end, their ways struck out at different tangents, though they remained in
contact all their lives.
Harold Salvage went on to become an architectural engineer with the
Department of Works, designing Commonwealth Bank buildings and
later forming the construction company Architon, which built prefabricated housing at Bass Hill, Warragamba and the Snowy.
Max Dupain, however, stayed with photography, shaping his images,
capturing the fall of light, perfecting his passion for form and the
moment.
But more than one million negatives later, Sunbaker, remains a
quintessential Dupain photograph."1
The scandal of an unAustralian (ie ‘cultured’ and English) Aussie icon was
made acute for the Herald's sub-editor by Paul Keating’s inauguration of the
Republican debate at the same time as the article appeared. Keating had made
provocative statements in Parliament about the flag and the fall of Singapore.
1

Sydney Morning Herald, August 1, 1992, p1.
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The article also appeared during the running of the BBC TV-verité series
Sylvania Waters which had set up a discourse of English/Australian cultural
conflict in the media.
But perhaps what is most interesting is why 2GB would feel compelled to ask
the question in the first place. And why a journalist for the Weekend
Australian should spend several days of her time hunting down Redfern
Interior. It is only a classic of Australian photography that must be
commemorative on both an iconic and an evidential level. Similar questions
like ‘who was Shearing the Rams’ or ‘is the Victory Girl a grandma now?’
don’t have the same imperative. The classic Australian photograph is ‘ours’ in
the way a classic Australian painting can never be.

Sydney Morning Herald, August 28, 1993.

In the Sydney Morning Herald of Saturday August 28 1993 another
participant from a classic photograph re-appears. Under the Heading “A
‘sticky beak’ seeks out the man who shot her in Corfu St" three photographs
appear, one of Henry Talbot’s Woolloomooloo Girl, taken in the 1950s, and two
of the subject, Miss Jane Barlow, with the photographer forty years later. The
article, by Bernard Zuel, begins:
Janet Barlow’s face has aged, but there is still that direct gaze which
caught the eye of the photographer Henry Talbot 40 years ago and
became a classic Australian image.
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The photograph, Woolloomooloo Girl can be found in the National and
NSW Galleries: a snapshot of a young girl, aged 9 or 10, leaning over a
fence on Corfu Street and staring down at the camera unabashed.
Behind her, a looming brick building and the rickety guttering on her
bare sandstone house give a taste of the slum-like back streets of East
Sydney circ early 1950s.
The photograph became Talbot’s best known and one of his most
cherished, although he never knew the girls name.
That is, until this week when, after 40 years, Janet Barlow and henry
Talbot came back to Corfu Street.
Their meeting was prompted after Miss Barlow’s niece received a
birthday card with the Talbot photograph on it and recognised her aunt
as the Woolloomooloo girl.
Mr Talbot had move to Sydney from his home town of Melbourne so it
took only a search of the phone books by Miss Barlow before
photographer and subject agreed to return to the scene.
Soon they were recalling how that photograph happened
“Helmut Newton and his wife June and I were on holidays, we must
have been staying in Kings cross, and we went walking, looking for
good photographs” Mr Talbot, 72, and still an active commercial
photographer in Pyrmont, said. ...
“I saw the girl lean over the fence, thought that would make a nice
picture and snap snap..”
For Miss Barlow, a neo-natal nurse form Russell Lea who turns 50 this
year, the memory is even clearer.
“It would have been a Sunday because we washed our hair Sundays
after we went down to the Domain to hear the soap box speakers,” she
said. “I was getting my hair washed and I heard someone was taking
pictures and just stuck my head up [over the fence].
“It was just a sticky beak and I was the biggest sticky beak around.”
Miss Brown puts down her frank look to innocence and the fact she and
her sister had no one else to amuse them. ...
The corner of Corfu Street and Talbot Place, where Janet her sister and
mother shared a rough hewn sandstone two-bedroom with lean-to
kitchen and outdoor toilet, now has the Matthew Talbot Hostel on it and
the eastern Suburbs railway only minutes away.
Mr Talbot always thought the Woolloomooloo Girl was a photograph
from 1956, but Miss Barlow said her family left Corfu Street in when she
was 11, in 1954, putting the photograph at ‘52 or ‘53. Either way, the
photo, like their memories, essentially is timeless."2
Again, that hint of scandal, the memories of photographer and subject are not
commensurate. Their lives briefly touched with the lightest of touches and
then parted, only to meet again as if by fate. However that fate seems to be
determined by the perpendicular, panoramic, iconic imperatives of History,
even though it eventually realises itself in the oblique, personal
entanglements of memory.
In the Column 8, ‘fait divers’ section of the Sydney Morning Herald during the
week beginning September 6, 1993, a similar occurrence is reported. This time
2Sydney

Morning Herald, August 28 1993, p3.
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The Herald claims itself as an important player in the chance intersection and
entanglements of the skeins of personal history.
When Felix Venn-Brown, of St Ives, read Thursday’s Herald he had a
shock. On Page 5, with a report from the WW1 Digger’s visit to the
Western Front, was a picture of six WW1 Australian artillery officers
and their horses. Second from the right he saw Lieutenant Colin VennBrown, his father. On the extreme right was Lieutenant Leo Meagher,
his father-in-law. In fact, Felix was able to dig out his father’s print,
dated “February 1918”
In 1942 Felix, also in the artillery, called on his father’s old comrade, Leo
Meagher, in Melbourne. He met and married his daughter, Patricia -and she had her father’s print of the 1918 picture. Where did the Herald
copy come from? The Martin family, whose father was Lieutenant Bert
Currie, on the left of the line. They gave it, and other memorabilia, to the
army last month."3
Significantly, the article which the photograph originally illustrated was
about the disinterring of the remains of the Unknown Australian Soldier, and
the measures taken to ensure that the remains would be both anonymous, but
also certifiably Australian.

Sam Hood, The boys on the beach, Bondi, 10 October ,1932.

There is an interesting story attached to the State Library of New South Wales
exhibition, Sydney Exposures: Through the Eyes of Sam Hood & His Studio. The
3Sydney

Morning Herald, week beginning September 6, 1993
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exhibition was the result of its curator, Alan Davies' almost superhuman
labour of cataloguing the 33,000 images left to the library by the studio. (They
are now on laser disc.) The image which the library used for its publicity, The
boys on the beach, Bondi, 10 October 1932 , was extensively reproduced on flyers
and the sides of buses. An article in the Summer Agenda preview to the show
in the Sydney Morning Herald relates how the curator was able to date the
photograph to the day by looking with a magnifying glass at the crumbled
newspaper lying in the sand in a corner of the photograph, and then going
through the Library’s microfilm copies of the newspaper till he found the
edition with that front page. Eventually the inevitable happened. In a Sydney
Morning Herald article headed "Bondi beach boys regroup on a wave of
nostalgia" the paper tells how a Mr Finn had seen himself in the photograph
when it was reproduced in Summer Agenda. He first rang up the Sydney
Morning Herald, then three of his mates who were also in the photograph.
They all visited the exhibition and were photographed in front of the image.
An exhibition of work by one of Sydney's early press photographers has
revived the past for some greying Bondi lifeguards, reports Peter
Cochrane.
“I didn’t think my past would ever catch up with me" retired solicitor
John Hickey joked
{...} Mr Hickey's past has caught up with, and overtaken, him.
The image chosen by the State Library to promote its new exhibition is
one called The Boys on the Beach. It appears on posters, handbills, and on
the back on many State Transit Buses.
Sam Hood, a pioneer press photographer who contributed to the pages
of the Sydney Morning Herald until the late 1930s, snapped this group
of 14 bronzed Aussies (look closely and you may detect the right ear of
the 14th) on Bondi Beach. He recorded it simply as 'Beach Scene, no
other details, neither date, place, nor names of those involved
{...} Looking straight at the camera, third from left, is John Hickey, who,
like the other surviving members of the group, is in his 70s. (Three are
dead.)
Four of the beach boys were reunited last week for a tour of Sydney
Exposures: Mr Hickey, retired pharmacist Greg Williams (fourth from the
right) retired publican Tom Moody (the groups only blond) and C.J.
Finn, who has "Done a bit of everything: (far right).
{...} Oddly enough, none of the four can remember the photographic
session which produced this quintessential Sydney image.
They do, however, vividly remember those endless, carefree summers
on Bondi Beach. All 14 boys were students of Waverly College : "It was
the depression and we didn't have money to throw around. Our social
life revolved around the beach. We were there every day, after school,
and at weekends," recalled Mr Moody, whose blond hair has been
replaced by a shiny pate.
"We gave no thought to the possibility of skin cancer," Mr Finn mused,
"Now I am paying for it."
They were there on February 6, 1983, the notorious Black Sunday, when
nearly 200 people were swept of a sandbank at Bondi, and five
drowned. "People were being pulled [out of the water] by the hair," Mr
Finn recalled.
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Studying the Library's huge blowups of the photograph, they identified
most of the participants, who include Tom Frost, a doctor who is still in
practice at Bondi Junction, and Terry O'Connor, a practicing solicitor.
The boy wearing the daring backless swimsuit is thought to be one Bob
Floate.
However the group disputes Mr Davies’s dating of the photograph,
suggesting that it was probably taken in 1937, when they were 15 to 16
years old.4
Oddly enough, none of the four can remember the photographic session
which produced this quintessential Sydney image because they weren’t there.
The photograph was taken in 1932 and it is not of them. (Alan Davies was
away on leave at the time, and was unable to defend his forensic dating
against the testimony of their memories. Subsequently many other people
came forward claiming to be in the photograph, until finally the real
participants came forward.) The imperative to swing from perpendicular
historical knowledge into oblique mnemonic experience was so great that
these men have hallucinated themselves into this quintessential image. The
completeness and extent of their collective hallucination is extraordinary,
identifying 'nearly all' of the participants. (The power of the Aryan myth of
Australian lifeguards, hinted at in the article by the reference to the 'only
blond' in the group, is also revealed when you consider that the men are
asking the Herald, and the Herald is asking its readers, to believe that the
young men in the photograph are only 15 or 16 years old)
This personal interpolation was aided by the experiential, interactive
structure of the exhibition itself. It invited us to recognise ourself in the
mirror of its history. It is about ‘our city’ and was presented as being drawn
from a vast democratic ‘people’s archive’. After experiencing the display we
could sit down at a computer, type in word which was close to our hearts
(say the name of the suburb in which we live) and pull up a chain of images
connected to that suburb. These images must now, by association, also
become close to our hearts. For a brief moment Mr Finn became an artist. All
his life merely a part of Australia, and only ever able to see Australia
anamorphically from his position down in amongst it, he suddenly saw
himself for the first time as he truly was, from the ideal panoptic perspective
of History itself. He was führer for a day, with the same point of view as
those other great men who write and represent our History for us.

4

Sydney Morning Herald, January 18, 1992, p22.
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Sage, "Former Beach Boys at the Launch of 'Sydney Exposures'", Sydney Morning Herald, January
18, 1992.

The Herald obviously has a stake in implicating itself into the very substance
of this memory/history fortuity. It sees itself, in its ancient, capillary
presence, as a Lieux de Mémoire. Its biggest triumph was its contribution to the
demythologising of Robert Doisneau’s famous photograph “The Kiss”, the
subject of a well publicised court case in France between the photographer
and two separate sets of couples -- one ‘genuine’, the other actors hired by
Doisneau -- both of whom claimed to be the subject of the photograph. The
Herald ran the wire story for four days, finally turning up a local reader who
was the son of one of the figures in the background. (The Herald regularly
publishes other wire stories of similar fortuitous collisions overseas, it could
be argued that in addition to claiming the authority of a Lieux de Mémoire this
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phenomena is also the Herald psychologically preparing itself, and its readers,
for the impending trauma of a crisis in faith in its photographs brought on by
digitalisation. In the future the newspaper's curatorial process of archiving
and publishing photographs will become more important to their ultimate
authority than their sheer denotational power.)
In common with Barthes' famous experience in Camera Lucida, each of these
stories features a particular individual being 'found out' by a particular
photograph. All the stories emphasise the extreme contingency, at the same
time as the ultimate inevitability of these coincidences. The ubiquity of
photography gives it a panoptic presence in all our lives. At the same time its
temporal and physical specificity (its famous congruence of 'here and now'
with 'there and then') gives it an anamorphic presence as well. But in each of
these stories the two 'points of view' never completely collapse into each
other. There is always a dispute between photographer and subject over what
happened, and between personal memory and archival history over when it
happened. There is always a slight scandal to be discovered within ideal
History. Is this a last minute attempt to evade history, a rearguard action by
organic memory against its own technologisation? Or does the eventual
triumph of the people's memory in the above accounts simply serve to give
History an epic quality? Is, on the other hand, the incommensurability of the
photographer and subject's memories, their respective 'points of view', the
same spatial paradox and contradiction that has always inhabited this
topology, the equivalent to the skull which haunts The Ambassadors warning
them of the ultimate impossibility of their immortal representation?
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Classical and Baroque memorials
At times the voodoo power of photography to re-unite memory with history
has explicitly been called upon. Take for instance this small article from the
Sydney Morning Herald of July 18, 1990: "Search for image to typify Vietnam
War":
In an attic or in a garage, among cherished papers or letters, could be the
photograph that captures in one frozen image the essence of Australia's
involvement in the Vietnam War. A search is under way to find it and use
it as the central figure of the new Australian Vietnam Forces National
Memorial in Canberra. The photograph should evoke Australians in
Vietnam, just as cameraman Damien Parer's image of a wounded digger
with bandaged eyes, leaning on his mate and crossing a New Guinea river,
caught Australians in World War Two...."It will be a tall order but I believe
that between what is available in Canberra .... and what is stored, probably
in someone's keepsakes, we will find something." The committee is
looking at photographs from the Australian War Memorial but is hoping
that veterans, their families or other members of the public will submit
photographs never before seen. "It could be a picture taken by a soldier
hurt and killed in combat that only the parents or loved ones have that fits
the bill,"1
As it turned out, the voodoo forces ritually invoked by this article didn't work,
no quintessential photograph transubstantiated itself to inside a shoe box, or
into an attic or garage. The committee eventually had to trawl through an
official collection to find the photograph they finally used -- a Kodachrome
slide taken by an official photographer which had been part of the displays in
the Memorial itself at least since the early 1980s.
Initially taken as a horizontal colour image of an American helicopter, the
photograph has a cinematic, Francis Ford Coppola kind of feel to it. Turned into
black and white and etched onto polished marble it forms an architecturally
monumental screen which, although now being of the scale of a cinema, is also
elusive and reflects the viewer.

1Sydney

Morning Herald, July 18, 1990.
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Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Hall of Memories, Australian War Memorial, Canberra.

The intrinsic incorporation of a photograph into this Memorial is a major
departure from the normal process of public commemoration. It marks the new
status which the photograph has attained within public memory. Previously, in
the process of commemoration, the act of memory was separated out from the
act of historical instruction. The Australian War Memorial is both a
museum/reliquary, and a shrine; but the two functions are clearly separated.
The shrine aspect is transcendental, out of history, silent, blank, still. It is made
up of reflecting pools, eternal flames, echoing voids. Representation, when it
occurs, is couched entirely in allegory, as in the incredibly complex symbolic
system of Napier Waller's Hall of Memory, which has now been even further
amplified by the potently blank Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The explicit
narratives, anecdotes, and instruction of the museum/reliquary aspect of the
Memorial -- articulated by a complex hierarchy of realist representation, from
painting, down through relics, to photographs and finally dioramas -- merely
act as an exegesis on this pure act of memory.
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Vietnam War
Memorial, Anzac Parade, Canberra.

However in the Vietnam Memorial the realist photo-verité drama of a news
photo takes the place of allegory as the key representational code. This
obviously has a lot to do with the nature of the Vietnam War itself, it was the
War which was supposedly fought in our living rooms on TV. Also the Vietnam
war was a confusing war and therefore does not lend itself to the simple truths
of allegory. There were no good guys and bad guys; we lost; it divided, rather
than united Australia; and so on. This all gives the memorial its nervous, chatty
feel. It is incredibly garrulous: it has a long art theory essay on a plaque making
sure we interpret it in the right way, it has a montage of quotes on one wall, it
gives us the realist plenitude of the photograph whilst withholding the names
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of those who died which are invisible, on a scroll encased in a suspended
granite brick.
Experiencing this memorial is quite different to other more conventional
shrines. It could be described as a 'Baroque' experience: the experience seems to
take place 'in' time rather than 'out' of time; we interact with its architecture
much more as we read walls, see our reflection in polished granite, move up
ramps, walk around and so on; the memorial is outside, open to the sky and
subject to the shifting vagaries of weather. In the Hall of Memory, on the other
hand, with its art deco allegory and minimalist Tomb, we are fixed to the spot
in gobsmacked awe and interpellated into a nodal point of the Australian
nation by Burley Griffin's geometry. We feel as though we are constructed by a
transcendental time and place, equivalent to the classical istoria paintings of the
Italian Renaissance.

Personal Votive Offerings, "In Memory 5713694 Pt Donald Murray Clark": Martyn Jolly,
Vietnam War Memorial, Anzac Parade, Canberra.

Because of the photograph in the Vietnam memorial we feel invited to interact
with the memorial as individuals much more. When ever I visit this memorial
there is a different personal tribute left on the altar in front of the blank wall
(Although this may be a habit picked up from the American Vietnam
Monument)
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Contemporary Space Festivals
Today Sydney has become as ‘over exposed’ as any other postmodern Western
city. Rather than a suturing oscillation between cinema screen and city street, as
in mid-century Sydney, the public life of the streets and boulevards of our city
has been almost totally consumed by the screens and channels of our living
rooms. Sydney’s famous crowds are now media, not civic events. In Meaghan
Morris’s words the media’s current demand “is for crowds, not population:
people are needed to pass through a space (and be filmed or photographed),
rather than inhabit it with communities.”2
Since the 'imperial' Sydney of the 1930s to 50s Australia has become
increasingly reliant on touristic, rather than colonial population mobilisation.
Where imperialism wanted settlers for security, tourism needs visitors for
endorsement. One regime values permanence and accumulation, the other
transience and turnover, one fears invasion, the other metaphorically
solicits it. Threatened by the ‘foreign', the 'primitive', and by 'ghosts',
imperialist discourse tends towards closure: it paranoically defends the
borders it creates. A touristic space must be liberal, and open: the foreign
and the primitive are commodified and promoted, ghosts are special
effects: the only 'barrier' officially admitted is strictly economic.3
However within this touristic space the Sydney amphitheatre is still nodal.
Sydney’s job now is to be not so much a crowded city, as a city where crowds
are deployed and made visible, just as the outback’s job in both nationalist and
touristic imagining is to be empty except for either ghostly or intrepid
presences. For instance Melbourne is a crowded city, but not a city of crowds,
its apocalyptic evacuation in On the Beach seemed to be its natural role (at least
according to Ava Gardner), however the panoramic image of a nuked and
desert like Sydney on an old Midnight Oil record cover was meant to rouse us to
indignation.
The crowds of Sydney aren’t just currents of teeming citizens, they are self
conscious festivals. Sydney’s crowds are there to enact a purpose: the crowds at
the Mardi Gras, the Bicentenary, the footy, the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race,
and the countdown to the announcement of the Olympic 2000 bid, are all there
to be seen to be there. Even when Sydney is exhorted to ‘let its hair down’ it
does so in order to be admired by others.
Sydney has not only retained the original moment of colonisation, it has also
remained the first point of penetration, physically and conceptually, into the
heart of the country itself. To the rest of the world Australia is undoubtedly the
Bush rather than Sydney, but nonetheless today’s tourists need to not only
touch down at Kingsford Smith before flying on to the desert, but more
2

Morris, Meaghan, ‘Panorama: The Live, The Dead and The Living’, Island In the Stream, Ed.
Paul Foss. Pluto Press, Sydney, 1988, p182.
3 Morris, Meaghan, p182.
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importantly the ancient wonder of Uluru can only be reached through a prior
conceptualisation of the modern wonder of the Opera House.
Government policy is attempting to change our cultural longitude to 'South of
the East' and migration has made Sydney much more polyglot than in Hurley’s
day. But the carnival of nations is still drawn into the cradling arms of Sydney’s
imperial history. For example there is currently a dispute between the
multicultural festival Carnivale and the anglo-centric Festival of Sydney over just
this question. Should Carnivale stay dispersed amongst the various ethnic
condensations on the invisible plain of Sydney’s flat suburbs, and remain a
‘community’ event for its participants; or should it be brought into coherent
view within the already inscribed, defined, predetermined ground of Sydney
City and become a ‘internationally prestigious’ event for all of Australia to
benefit from?
We still live at one and the same time in the abstract ‘Sydney’ and in our own
locality: either on the North Shore, or in the Eastern Suburbs, the Western
Suburbs, or the Southern Suburbs. These sociomagnetic poles become the
cardinal points of our social navigation: rich or poor, new or old money;
working class or bourgeois, anglo or ethnic; young or old, homely or trendy.
Then there are the local ‘areas’, delicate atmospheres that ignore postcode
boundaries. These are the sub-cultural enclaves: the residues, the outposts, the
dying limbs and sprouting tendrils of any city. These differing urban densities
and temperatures are the lacunae and folds of the city’s fabric which the ideal
panoramic view smooths away.
But his panoramic view is still a conceptual, rather than an actual one. Sydney
may now have its complement of skyscrapers built by ‘corporate highflyers’,
but these towers tend to constitute merely an undifferentiated vertical skyline, a
generic backdrop to the ‘real’ Sydney rather than its central motif. Despite the
recent popularity of Centrepoint Tower’s viewing platform there has been no
consistent physical point from which to view Sydney panoptically. However
the natural position for photographing this city still seems to be up in the air,
not only in a plane flying over the glinting harbour, but up with History itself,
gazing over the shining events that make up the grand imperial narrative of
Australia. Countless images have pictured Sydney thus: ranged like stacked
seating around the Harbour, waiting for another First Fleet re-enactment or
another Midget Sub attack. And countless other images -- subversive collages or
cheeky advertisements -- have played with this repertoire, therefore reinforcing
its primacy.
The growth of the corporate towers that now form the backdrop in these images
has meant that Sydney City has become evacuated of authentic ‘life’ (the town
planner’s dreaded Doughnut Effect). But although no longer ‘organically’ alive
Sydney City is not experientially dead. Those of us who may still, from time to
time, walk in the cold and windy shadows of its office blocks now find that its
streets are being directly ‘themed’ in a 1990s revision of Hurley’s dioramic
national narrative. For instance walkers occasionally come across strategically
placed sign boards, part of Westpac Bank’s Heritage Walk, which show a
photograph of the view from that exact spot a hundred years before. If we wish
we may go one step further and loll in a convict hammock at Hyde Park
Barracks. Soon, visitors to the Museum of Sydney, which has been incorporated
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into Governor Phillip Tower, will be able to directly experience, via computer
technology, the historical emanations rising from the soil of the archaeological
site of First Government House, upon which the tower is built. Sydneysider’s
are no longer allowed to simply ‘pause and lean and muse’ on the ‘brave rough
ghosts of the earlies’ as in John Thompson’s day, now they must re-embody and
re-enact, under controlled, sanitised conditions, the experience of those ghosts
(now of both invaders and Aborigines) as their civic duty to the commodified
spectacle of Sydney.
Within the new historiographic logic of this theming Sydney is now a
compacted, archaeological layering of contradictory historical moments, rather
than simply the empty stage for the perpetual unfolding of our imperial
destiny. Yet it remains a mythic site for the spectacle-culture of our nation. Its
potent vitality has been hollowed out into a shell, a ruin. Sydney is now, more
even than in Hurley’s heyday, an abstract space beyond contestation, waiting to
be deployed within a primarily televisual spectacle of nationhood. Reduced
down by cartoonist’s shorthand into the logo of a grafted Bridge/Opera House
silhouette, or simply into an Opera House shaped ribbon of exuberance for the
Sydney 2000 Olympic bid, Sydney is now probably recognisable in a nano
second anywhere in the West. Recent noisy conflict between the federal, state
and local governments over the future of the Circular Quay precinct -- the
Cahill Expressway, the Customs House, East Circular Quay, even the Casino
and the wharves -- point to this intensifying national potency. The terms of the
argument -- universal aesthetic values, amenability for promenading crowds,
the need to have it all finished before ‘they’ arrive in the year 2000 -- all confirm
Sydney City’s status as Australia’s televisual shop window.
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Martyn Jolly, Invasion Day, 1988.

However there is still a spatiality to contemporary Sydney which remains
fundamentally embedded in the civic spatiality developed at mid century. On
Invasion Day 1988 Aboriginal protesters not only marched from Redfern to
Hyde Park (tangentially, across the usual celebratory civic vectors rather than,
say, down George Street) but they also invaded Mrs Macquarie’s Chair. What
would have been a prime viewing balcony for proud white Australians became
itself a stage for a protest which was televisually viewed by the world. They
crowded the foreshore for their anamorphic view, and were seen in their turn
by the panoptic television cameras. But they were no longer the passive
'hundreds and thousands' of previously loyal civic crowds, they subverted the
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spectacle by becoming themselves a distorting, unruly blur which pulled the
panoptic symmetry of the First Fleet Re-enactment out of shape.
The televising of the Gay and Lesbian Mardi-Gras seemed the inevitable
culmination of its history of contesting the straights' hegemony over a
particular urban place. They had successfully claimed Oxford Street as a gay
and lesbian place, by changing the meaning of the Mardi-Gras march in the
public's mind from an illegal 'protest', with all its subversive histories, to a legal
'parade' with all its celebratory, affirming histories going back at least to the
mid-nineteenth century. The next space to dance seemed to be into our living
rooms, and the next place to claim a right to was television. But the ABC
covered the event in the exact same televisual style as an ANZAC Day March.
ANZAC day was undoubtedly a form of sanctioned parade which the MardiGras was claiming a right to, and one with shared with it funereal connotations.
But this style of coverage was also an act of recuperation, ultimately
withholding from the Mardis-Gras the ultimate right to transform the protocols
and formats of our televisual place.

Conclusion
I have used the theoretical topology identified in the first section of this
dissertation to structure my analysis of these Australian spatial practices.
However the above examples of are also cited because they informed the
development of Wonderful Pictures. In addition I have found it inspiring to
regard my work as standing in a particular relation to these inherited spatial
practices, a relation which is mediated not only by iconography and mythology,
but also by the enabling topology I adopted.
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Wonderful Pictures, the exhibition
and the catalogue.
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Whilst my head was under the dark cloth of my camera the issues I have
attempted to discuss here were not uppermost in my mind. As a deliberate
strategy I was continually telling myself to respond visually and intuitively to
what I was seeing on the ground glass. The last thing I wanted to do was to
apply a theoretical mechanism to my art.
My decision to work on the oblique was made early on and never wavered.
However initially I was working further back from the page and trying to relate
slices of text (from the captions or the chapters) with slices of image. I was
fascinated at the time, and remain fascinated, by the facture of the books
themselves, the fibrous fluffing of the corners of the pages, the stepping and
fanning of the page edges as the book lay splayed open, and the dark depths of
the gutter -- there was undeniably an erotics at work here which remains
unexplored.
One of my early enabling metaphors was a switch from a vertical 'reading' to an
oblique 'looking' in a kind of Brechtian distanciation tactic, where the
photographed text took on a figural, rather than linguistic meaning. However I
soon found myself growing out of this metaphor, and I was finding it hard to
find bits of text and image which 'worked' together. Gradually I came in as
close as I could to the image, excluding the text, margins, page edges and
gutter. The enveloping, purely 'phenomenological' space of the credit-card
sized area of image I ended up photographing proved to be the most
productive. The curve of the page twisted the ribbon of focus and fish-tailed the
perspective of the original image in a haptic, voluptuous, but not disorienting
way. Throughout my shooting I worked on two apertures, but ended up
printing the negatives with the narrowest depth of field and the most blur.
Areas of extreme blur still seemed comprehensible. I continued to photograph
words separately, trying to find 'hot' but ambiguous words and phrases -- like
'foreword', 'soft caress of the sea', etc. I intended to blow these up large so they
would be able to hang banner-like in the space. At the very last moment I
dropped this idea and went only with images, leaving the catalogue to carry the
complementary 'oblique' rhetoric.
When I had established a way working I shot many rolls of film, my shooting
ratio is about 4 to 1. I used the ribbon of focus as an editing device, picking out
what I came to think of as 'punctums' from the historical soup of visual blur.
But I had to be careful not to overdo it, it would have been easy to make
pointed comments, to focus on tragic looking eyes, obvious Australian icons,
etc. Towards the end of the shooting I forced myself to be wilfully eccentric,
shooting tropical fish, for example, because I didn't want the final work to look
too monumental, or tragic, or Aussie-iconographic. If there is one continual
thing I have picked out by the selective focus it is the gestures of hands, and in
the final exhibition these works well in stitching the images together across the
wall.
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El Lissitzky, Cabinet of Abstract Art, Hanover 1928, Pressa exhibition, Stuttgart.

Herbert Bayer, Diagram of extended vision in exhibition presentation, 1930.

Whilst I was making negatives I was thinking about the installation. I was
tremendously interested in El Lissitzky's exhibition work, and the change in his
practice, under Stalin, from his avant-garde 'Cabinet of Abstract Art' of the late
20s (with walls changing tonality depending on the viewpoint of the viewer,
sliding screens etc) to his final monumental 'fascistic' exhibitions of the 30s. In a
way I wanted to traverse this process within my installation. I was also excited
to find images of the modernist 1950s Health Displays which exactly paralleled
the books I was photographing, and which could also trace their lineage, albeit
by some very circuitous route, back to Lissitzky. (The ultimate example of this
style of propagandistic address, The Family of Man, finally made it to Australia
in the late fifties.)
Initially I was planning free standing screens with images hanging from the
ceiling, etc. However I was aware that I was walking a line. I didn't want to
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present my source imagery as simply wrong or bad, I didn't want the work to
be simply ironic (these days a too common, too easy, too passive a stand to
take), I didn't want it to end up as an ad for the National Party, I didn't want it
to be stylistically nostalgic, nor did I want to simply recuperate the imagery for
some new stylistic fashion. I wanted it to be 'of' the nineties and 'in relation to'
the fifties. In the end I pared the installation down to being wall mounted, to
looking like contemporary art, yet having echoes of propaganda exhibitions.
The foam core the photographs were mounted on is the type used by
contemporary museums and galleries for information panels (but a bit thicker),
but the prints themselves are made to the best of my ability on luxurious fibrebased Seagull paper.
An issue which grew in importance during the project was my culturally
oedipal relationship to the work. The imagery is from the period before I was
born, my parent's time. Yet I have a strong sense of its presence throughout my
life. For instance a distant, yet distinct memory I have, which captures the
spatiality I was trying to create, is myself curled up in my grandfather's huge
armchair after Sunday roast at their house, surrounded by the smell of his pipe
tobacco, and illicitly reading my bachelor great-uncle's Australasian Post, the
erotic pages of which completed my sensual and spatial envelopment.
The review of the Melbourne exhibition by Scott McQuire focuses on this
oedipal relationship to the past, giving it a conventionally Freudian spin.4 He
sees my exhibition as a fantasy of the primal scene, I am forming my cultural
identity by imagining the moment of my cultural conception in the fifties.
However (thankfully) this is more than just another psychoanalytical symptom
since the camera's ability to actually realise this fantasy has altered its condition
of existence. Our relation to the past has altered. I take McQuire to mean that
'congenital' memory and identity are now giving way to a kind of archival and
archaeological memory and identity because of the camera. He implies, and I
would agree, that this is the oedipal site of my work, not the parental bedroom.
The work is gendered in another way too, the iconography of the imagery was
of Australia's developmental patrimony -- agriculture, industry, etc. Yet I must
stress that I was never exorcising any psychoanalytic demons. Rather I thought
I was negotiating a relationship with this inherited, patriarchal imagery, a
relationship which must always be both sexual and textual, just as Australia
itself seems to be currently renegotiating the contract with its past iconography.

4

McQuire, Scott, "Martyn Jolly, Wonderful Pictures" Agenda, #36, May, 1994, p22.
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Max Dupain, Pitt Street near Central Station, 1938, detail.
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